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of intelligent heuristics.
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Traveling
Salesman Problem - An Overview
Donald Davendra and Magdalena Bialic-Davendra

1. Introduction

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is considered one of the seminal prob-
lems in computational mathematics. Considered as part of the Clay Mathematics
Institute Millennium Problem with its assertion of P ¼ N P [1], the TSP problem
has been well researched during the past five decades.

The TSP problem can be described as the following: consider a number of cities
which must be visited by a traveling salesman, only once, arriving once and
departing once and starting and ending at the same city. Given the pairwise dis-
tances between cities, what is the best order in which to visit them, so as to
minimize the overall distance traveled?

Mathematically, the equation for the TSP can be given as in Eq. (1):

xij ¼
1 the path goes from city i to city j
0 otherwise

�
(1)

where xij ¼ 1 if city i is connected with city j, and xij ¼ 0 otherwise. For
i ¼ 0, … , n, let ui be an artificial variable and finally take cij to be the distance from
city i to city j. The objective function can be then formulated as Eq. (2):

min
Xn
i¼0

Xn

j6¼i, j¼0

cij xij

0≤ xij ≤ 1 i, j ¼ 0, … , n
ui ∈Z i ¼ 0, … , n
Xn

i¼0, i 6¼j

xij ¼ 1 j ¼ 0, … , n

Xn

j¼0, j6¼i

xij ¼ 1 i ¼ 0, … , n

ui � u j þ nxij ≤ n� 1 1≤ i 6¼ j≤ n

(2)

2. Complexity

The complexity of the TSP is still unknown. Using a brute force approach to test
each and every tour, for a tour of n cities, it will be (n-1)! possibilities and it will
have a time complexity of O n!ð Þ. However, using the dynamic programming
approach, the complexity can be derived of a tour of n cities, which can be divided
into n-2 subsets each of size n-1, with the constraint that all such subsets don’t have
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the nth city in them. Therefore, there are a maximum of O n2nð Þ such subproblems,
which can be solved in linear time. The time complexity is therefore O n22nð Þ. Both
space and time complexity of the TSP problem can be considered as exponential.

3. History

The genesis of the TSP problem is difficult to pinpoint. Some literature point to
widespread usage since the 1950’s [2], after the 48 state problem posed by Hassler
Whitney in the 1930’s induced a lot of interest. The subsequent second world war
really ingrained the use of operations research into this domain. An excellent
detailed history is given in [3], where TSP is considered as a part of the history of
Combinatorial Optimization.

The TSP problem over time has evolved into many different branches, each with
different constraints:

Symmetric TSP (STSP) - the basic TSP problem, where the distance between
city i and city j is the same as from city j and city i.

Asymmetric TSP (ATSP) - modified TSP, where the distance between city i
and city j is not the same as from city j and city i.

Hamiltonian Cycle Problem (HCP) - is a problem where finding if a path in an
undirected or directed graph G that visits each vertex V exactly once exists.

Sequential Ordering Problem (SOP) - Given a set of n cities and distances for
each pair of cities, find a Hamiltonian path from city 1 to city n of minimal length,
which takes given precedence constraints (such as requiring some nodes to be
visited prior) into account.

Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) - Given n-1 nodes, 1 depot
(with resources) and distances between the nodes, the objective is to satisfy
demand at each node using vehicles with identical capacity with the shortest tour.

Case Enough TSP (CETSP) - a problem developed for radio frequency identi-
fication (RFID), where close proximity is enough to a node. The objective is to trace
the shortest path interlinking the different nodes.

TSP with Neighborhoods (TSPN) - where a collection of L regions in the
plane, called neighborhoods is given and the objective is to seek the shortest tour to
visit all these neighborhoods.

4. Current literature

Linear programming and deterministicmethods have been seen as the early solvers,
however, intractability of this problem has led to a general decline in these mathemat-
ical formulations.Within the past few decades with the rise of computational power, a
new branch of algorithms calledmeta-heuristics generally based on evolutionary
dynamics have becomemore synonymous with solving combinatorial optimization
problems. Based around naturally occurring phenomena, these algorithms treat each
problem as a black boxwith the aim of finding feasibly good solutionswithin acceptable
space and time constraints. A vast repository of literature exists for the TSP problem,
and the TSP Library is an excellent starting off resource point [4].

4.1 Deterministic approaches

Some of the latest literature on the TSP problem is divided into three compo-
nents. The first is the exact and approximation algorithms, which try and produced
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efficient and reasonably good quality solutions. Some of the latest approaches are
given below.

1.2-Opt Algorithm [5]

2.Branch and Cut Algorithm [6]

3.Approximate and Exact Algorithms [7]

4.Branch and Bound [8]

4.2 Evolutionary approaches

The second aspect is evolutionary algorithms. A vast number of these algorithms
are now in existence and have been applied to the TSP problem from the seminal
work on the Ant Colony Optimization by Dorigo and Gambardella [9] to the
following current research.

1.Artificial Bee Colony [10]

2.Differential Evolution [11]

3.Genetic Algorithm [12]

4.Tree Seed Algorithm [13]

5.Spider Monkey [14]

6.Ant Colony Optimization [15]

7.Harmony Search Algorithm [16]

8.Pigeon Inspired Optimization [17]

4.3 High performance computing

The third aspect is application based, specifically high-performance computing.
With the wider dissemination of parallel computing, especially multi-core and
graphic processor unit based approaches, many algorithms have been parrallized.
Some of the latest approaches from literature is given as:

1.Multi-Core approach [18]

2.OpenMP [19]

3.CUDA [20]

5. Future direction

Even though a number of problems, especially in the combinatorial and sched-
uling domain have increased over the past decade, the TSP problem have remained
a vital area of research. This is primarily for it being generally equated to the
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intractably quandary of P ¼ N P, with its far reaching consequences in other
fields such as encryption etc. It is the belief that a combination of smart heuristics
employed on super-computers with parallel programming paradigms will be the
future direction of tacking large-scale TSP problems.
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Abstract

This research involves the development of a compute unified device architecture
(CUDA) accelerated 2-opt local search algorithm for the traveling salesman prob-
lem (TSP). As one of the fundamental mathematical approaches to solving the TSP
problem, the time complexity has generally reduced its efficiency, especially for
large problem instances. Graphic processing unit (GPU) programming, especially
CUDA has become more mainstream in high-performance computing (HPC)
approaches and has made many intractable problems at least reasonably solvable in
acceptable time. This chapter describes two CUDA accelerated 2-opt algorithms
developed to solve the asymmetric TSP problem. Three separate hardware configu-
rations were used to test the developed algorithms, and the results validate that the
execution time decreased significantly, especially for the large problem instances
when deployed on the GPU.

Keywords: traveling salesman problem, CUDA, 2-opt, local search,
GPU programming

1. Introduction

This research addresses two very important aspects of computational
intelligence, algorithm design, and high-performance computing. One of the
fundamental problems in this field is the TSP, which has been used as a poster child
for the notorious P ¼ N P assertion in theoretical computer science.

TSP in nominal form is considered NP-Complete, when attempted using exact
deterministic heuristics. The time complexity when solving it using the Held-Karp
algorithm is O n22nð Þ and the space complexity is O n2nð Þ. When solving the problem
using optimization algorithms and approximation, then problem tends to beNP-Hard.

2-opt is considered the simplest local search for the TSP problem. Theoretical
knowledge about this heuristic is still very limited [1]; however, simple euclidean
distance variants have been shown to have complexity of O n3ð Þ [2]. Generally, the
computed solution has been shown to be within a few percentage points of the
global optimal [3].

One of the empirical approaches of improving the execution of the algorithm
is applying high performance computing (HPC) paradigm to the problem.
This is generally possible if the problem is deducible to a parallel form.
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A number of different HPC approaches exist, namely, threads, OpenMP, MPI and
CUDA. CUDA is by far the most complex and accelerated approach, as it requires
programming on the GPU instead of the central processing unit (CPU).

Since its inception, CUDA has been widely used to solve a large number of
computational problems [4]. This research looks to harness this approach to
implement the 2-opt approach to the TSP problem.

The outline of the chapter follows with the introduction of the mathematical
background of the TSP problem followed by the 2-opt algorithm. CUDA is
subsequently discussed and the two CUDA developed 2-opt algorithm variants are
described. The experimentation design discusses the hardware specifications of the
three different architectures and then the obtained results are discussed and
analyzed in respect to the execution time.

2. Traveling salesman problem

The TSP is a well-studied problem in literature [5, 6], which in essence tries to
find the shortest path that visits a set of customers and returns to the first. A
number of studies have been done using both approximation-based approaches [7]
and metaheuristics. Metaheuritics are generally based on evolutionary approaches.
A brief outline of different approaches can be obtained from:

1.Tabu Search: [8]

2.Simulated Annealing: [9]

3.Genetic Algorithm: [10, 11]

4.Ant Colony Optimization: [12]

5.Particle Swarm Optimization: [13]

6.Cuckoo Search: [14]

7.Firefly Algorithm: [15]

8.Water Cycle Algorithm: [16]

9.Differential Evolution Algorithm: [17]

10.Artificial Bee Colony: [18]

11.Self Organizing Migrating Algorithm: [19]

The TSP function can be expressed as shown in Eq. (1).

xij ¼
1 the path goes from city i to city j
0 otherwise

�
(1)

where xij ¼ 1 if city i is connected with city j, and xij ¼ 0 otherwise. For
i ¼ 0, … , n, let ui be an artificial variable and finally take cij to be the distance from
city i to city j. The objective function can be then formulated as Eq. (2):
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min
Xn
i¼0

Xn

j6¼i, j¼0

cij xij

0≤ xij ≤ 1 i, j ¼ 0, … , n

ui ∈Z i ¼ 0, … , n

Xn

i¼0, i 6¼j

xij ¼ 1 j ¼ 0, … , n

Xn

j¼0, j 6¼i

xij ¼ 1 i ¼ 0, … , n

ui � uj þ nxij ≤ n� 1 1≤ i 6¼ j≤ n

(2)

3. 2-OPT algorithm

The 2-opt algorithm is one of the most famous heuristics developed originally for
solving the TSP problem. It was first proposed by Croes [20]. Along with 3-opt,
generalized as k-opt [21], these heuristics are based on exchange of up to k edges in
a TSP tour (more information on application of k-opt local search techniques to TSP
problems can be obtained from [22]). Together they are called exchange or local
improvement heuristics. The exchange is considered to be a single move, from this
point of view, such heuristics search the neighborhood of the current solution, that
is, perform a local search and provide a locally optimal solution (k-optimal) to the
problem [23].

The 2-opt procedure requires a starting feasible solution. It then proceeds by
replacing the two non-adjacent edges, vi, viþð Þ and v j, v jþ

� �
by vi, v j

� �
and

viþ, v jþ
� �

, and reversing one of the subpaths produced by dropping of edges, in
order to maintain the consistent orientation of the tour. For example, the subpath
vi, viþ, … , v j, v jþ
� �

is replaced by vi, v j, … , viþ, v jþ
� �

. The solution cost change
produced in this way can be expressed as Δij ¼ c vi, v j

� �þ c viþ, v jþ
� �� c vi, viþð Þ �

c v j, v jþ
� �

. If Δij <0, the solution produced by the move improves upon its prede-
cessor. The procedure iterates until no move where Δij <0 (no improving move)
can be found [24].

The 2-opt local search was described by Kim et al. [25] as follows:
Step 1: Let S be the initial solution, f Sð Þ its objective function value. Set S ∗ ¼

S, i ¼ 1, j ¼ iþ 1 ¼ 2.
Step 2: Consider exchange result S0 such that f S0ð Þ< f S ∗ð Þ. Set S ∗ ¼ S0. if j< n

repeat step 2. Otherwise set i ¼ iþ 1 and j ¼ iþ 1. if i< n repeat step 2, otherwise go
to step 3.

Step 3: if S 6¼ S ∗ set S ¼ S ∗ , i ¼ 1, j ¼ iþ 1 and go to step 2. Otherwise output
best solution S and terminate the process.

4. CUDA

General purpose GPU computing (GPGPU) programming was introduced by
Apple Cooperation, which created the Kronos Group [26] to further develop and
promote this new approach to accelerate scientific computing paradigms.
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GPU’s offer significantly faster acceleration due to their uniquer hardware archi-
tecture. GPGPU’s started to increase in application from 2006. At this point
NVIDIA decided to create its propriety unique architecture called Compute Unified
Device Architecture (CUDA), specific for their Tesla generation GPU cards. In
order to support this architect, specific API primitive extensions of C, C++ and
Fortran extensions has been developed [27, 28].

The specific C/C++ language extension for the C language is called the
CUDA-C. This contains a number of accelerated libraries, extensions, and APIs.
These are scalable and freely available without professional license. The main
computational bottleneck is the splitting of the task between GPU and CPU tasks,
where CPU handles better memory management and memory checking and GPU
handles the data acceleration using parallization. It is considered heterogenous
programming, where compute intensive data parallel tasks are offloaded on to
the GPU.

CUDA contains three specific paradigms, thread hierarchy, memory hierarchy and
synchronization. These can be further divided into coarse-grained parallelism on the
blocks in grid parallization and fine-grain parallization in the threads in block, which
requires low-level synchronization.

4.1 Thread hierarchy

CUDA kernels are special function calls, which is used for data parallization.
Each kernel launches threads which are grouped into blocks which are then grouped
into grids. Communication is done synchronously by threads in a block, whereas
blocks are independent. Certain programming techniques needs to be undertaken to
ensure data synchronization and validity between blocks. Threads in different blocks
are not able to communicate with each other.

Threads are distinguished by their unique threadId in their respective blockId,
which allows operating on specific data in the global and shared memory.

4.2 Memory hierarchy

There are different memory types in the GPU, which CUDA can utilize. Some
memory structures are based on cache, some are read-only, etc. The first higher
level memory structure is called the global memory, which can be accessed by all
memory blocks. Due to its size and access level, it is the slowest memory on the
GPU. The second memory level is the shared memory, which is shared by blocks,
which threads within blocks can access. The third memory is the register memory,
which are only accessible by threads, and can be used to local variables. This is the
smallest and fastest memory in the GPU. If there are larger memory structures, and
when registers are not sufficient, local memory can be then utilized. Another mem-
ory is constant memory which cannot be changed by the kernel code. The final
memory is the texture memory, which is a read-only cache that provides a speed-up
for locality in data access by threads [29].

4.3 Synchronization

Blocks in grids are used in coarse-grained parallelism and threads in a specific
block are used in fine-grained parallelism. Data sharing in the scope of a kernel is
done by threads in the block. The number of threads are limited by the device
architecture design (max. 1024) and also by thread memory resource consumption.
There is a level of scalability as the blocks are scheduled independently. Each block is
assigned to a streaming multiprocessor (MS) in the GPU [29, 30].
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5. CUDA-based 2-opt algorithm

This section presents the parallel CUDA-based version of 2-opt algorithm. This is
a modification of the local search for permutative flowshop with makespan crite-
rion problem [31] and its NEH variant [32]. Before coming to the parallel imple-
mentation description, however, the more detailed pseudocode of sequential
version is provided in Algorithm 5, in order to enable better understanding of the
CUDA algorithm design.

Algorithm 1: 2-opt sequential version. The Swap(T,j,i) procedure swaps j�th
and i�th cities of tour T

As can be seen already from the analysis of description of 2-opt, the task that can
be done in parallel is the exploration of neighborhood of the current solution. This is
divided between individual CUDA blocks. Possible neighbors of the current solu-
tion are split evenly between the launched blocks, which then explores these
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neighbors evenly including the fitness evaluations. If a new better solution is found,
it is then stored into the global memory allocation of that block. Thereafter, if at least
one of the launched blocks finds an improving solution during the iteration, the best
cost solution amongst all blocks is obtained and stored into memory as the current
solution for the next iteration. Otherwise, the current solution is returned as the
best. It should be noted that the fitness function is not parallelized, as only a single
thread in each block is tasked with this task.

Each block explores approximately the same amount of possible neighbors to the
current solution (in the worst case, when no improving solution is found), including
the cost evaluation. However, if it finds an improving solution, that solution is stored
into the global memory allocated for each block, and the block terminates. If at least one
of the blocks found an improving solution, the minimal cost solution amongst all blocks
is found and stored into memory as the current solution for the next iteration.
Otherwise, the current solution is returned. The cost function evaluation itself was
not parallelized, as in each block only a single thread performs this task.

The outline of the parallel algorithm can be given as follows:

Step 1: Set current solution S = Initial solution.
Step 2: Explore the neighborhood of S by G blocks in parallel. In each block b:

Step 1.1: Determine initial index i for b.
Step 1.2: Explore all neighbors of S created by swapping of i and

j, j∈ 1, … ,Nf g. If improving neighbor T found, go to step 1.4.
Step 1.3: Determine next index i for b. If i≥N, terminate. Otherwise go

to step 1.2.
Step 1.4: Store T and its objective function value f T into global memory

and terminate.
Step 3: If no improving solution found, exit procedure and return S as the best

solution found. Otherwise determine the best solution amongst those found by
blocks in parallel.

Step 4: Store best solution as S. Go to step 2.
Where N is the number of cities in the tour and i is the outer loop index (see

Algorithm 1 for sequential version of 2-opt).

5.1 Exploration and evaluation of neighboring solutions

The neighbors of solution are generated and evaluated in this kernel. From the
sequential version pseudocode (Algorithm 1), it is obvious that the function of
generating individual neighbors by swapping every possible pair of jobs pair-wise
i, jð Þ for i ¼ 1, … ,N and j ¼ iþ 1, … ,N can be considered independent and there-
fore executed in parallel. These solutions can be stored in the shared memory after
generation. After evaluation, if the new solution has better fitness value compared
to the current one, it is stored into the global memory allocated for each block, to
avoid data races between blocks (this is illustrated in Figure 1 depicting memory
layout for six cities and four blocks). The improvements counter in the global
memory is incremented using an atomic operation. This counter is compared against
zero after the kernel termination, to determine if the stopping criterion of the
algorithm was met. The fitness function itself is evaluated by only a single thread;
the other threads in a block process the elements of the solution when transferring
data between shared and global memory locations.

It is logically impractical to allocate the full number of N � 1ð Þ2=2 blocks on the
GPU in most case scenarios. This number can be very large, whereas the number of
SMs and the number of resident blocks on SM is limited by various factors, such as
the number of threads in a block and a registers/shared memory usage.
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The optimal number of threads in a blockmaximizing the number of resident blocks,
as well as GPU occupancy, can be easily determined based on the calculations
performed in the CUDA occupancy calculator tool [33], as a function of the number
of cities in a tour (which determines the size of shared memory used). This can
maximizes the utilization of the GPU, while reducing the total global memory size
required by the grid, as well as the workload done by the search for minimal cost
solution in the next kernel. The mapping of the blocks to the tasks however can
becomes more complicated to implement in code.

Using the assumption that the number of blocks will be nearly always smaller
than the aforementioned function of the number of actual cities for the problem
instances of interest (problems with cities larger than 30), only the outer loop of the
sequential 2-opt algorithm was parallelized. The inner loop is performed by each
block sequentially. This reduces the data transfers between global and shared mem-
ory, and does not eliminate the advantage of the low complexity of the swap
operation at the same time. If the solution created by swapping jobs i and j is worse
than the current one, it is easy to reverse this change by swapping again j and i, with
equal complexity. Therefore, maximally N � 1 blocks are needed for this function.
The mapping of blocks to tasks is illustrated in Figure 2.

5.2 Parallel reduction to obtain minimal cost

The parallel reduction procedure is used to find the index of the solution with the
minimal fitness value. This employs shared memory to store the data being used,
whereas the data is initially copied from the global to shared memory. In this step,
each active thread compares two costs, and stores the smaller of the two costs on the
place of the first cost, along with its original index (cost is represented as a structure

Figure 1.
CUDA-based 2-opt memory layout.
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containing two elements: cost value, and cost index). Using this reduction, the first
element of the costs array contains the minimal cost found, along with its respective
solution index. This pair is then written into global memory.

5.3 Device synchronization and subsequence update

In the final process, a new kernel copies the best indexed solution into the
current solution buffer, and the next step of the main loop can be performed. A
global CUDA device synchronization is required for relatively large data (for a tour
size/number of threads in a block of size more than approximately 100, as was
empirically confirmed) before the start of the synchronization. As each of the

Figure 2.
CUDA-based 2-opt, mapping of blocks to tasks.

Figure 3.
CUDA-based 2-opt distance and indices layout.
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kernels consumes some of the GPU resources, it is necessary to wait, until the
pending kernels completely finish the execution, and release their resources, other-
wise the GPU freezes and unsuccessful kernel launches start to appear. This is done
by calling cudaDeviceSynchronize() function from the host code, after the Update
kernel is launched.

Figure 3 outlines the memory layout of the previously described code (without
TSP input data, for the current subsequence size 2, city tour 4. The data fields not
used in the current step are grayed out). The candidate solutions are stored in one
global memory 1D array, which conceptually represents 2D array, wherein each row
contains one candidate tour. The respective costs are stored in a separate array. The
TSP problem input data (distance between cities) are stored in the similar fashion in
global memory (because of its large size).

This implementation is expected to provide in each step the speedup propor-
tional to the number of solutions generated.

6. 2-OPT variants

Two versions of the 2-opt local searchwas implemented in this work. The first is the
LS2OPT variant, which uses the searchwith the first ascend strategy. In this strategy, the
next tour is the first improving solution found. This can be given in Algorithm 2.

The second variant is the MLS2OPT version, which is the best ascend strategy. In
this strategy, the next tour is the best improving solution found in the 2-swap
neighborhood as given in Algorithm 3.

7. Experimentation design

The experimentation design is as the following. Three different CPU’s and three
different GPU’s are used to run the two different 2-opt variants on a selected number of
asymmetric TSP instances (ATSP). The only measure is the time complexity.

The problem instances of the ATSP was obtained from the TSP library [34]. The
following problems were selected due to differing city sizes as given in Table 1.

The machine specifications is given in Table 2. Three separate machines were
used with differing CPUs and GPUs. Two machines were on a Windows 10 operat-
ing system and the other is a Central Washington University Supercomputer cluster
running Ubuntu [35]. Machine 2 and 3 utilized headless GPU’s.

Data Cities

ft70 70

ftv64 65

ftv170 171

kro124p 100

rbg323 323

rbg358 358

rbg403 403

Table 1.
TSP instances and number of cities.
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Algorithm 2: LS2OPT sequential version. The Swap(T,j,i) procedure swaps j�th
and i�th cities of tour T

Algorithm 3:MLS2OPT sequential version. The Swap(T,idx,i) procedure swaps
idx�th and i�th cities of tour T, where idx�th is the best 2-swap
schedule j�th index found after iteration

Specifications Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3

Processor Intel i7-9750H GTX 1050 Intel i7-7800X Titan Xp Power 8 P100

Memory 16 GB 2 GB 32 GB 12 GB 32 GB 16 GB

Cores 4 640 6 3840 6 3584

OS Win10 Win10 Ubuntu

Language C++ CUDA-C C++ CUDA-C C++ CUDA-C

IDE Visual Studio 17 Visual Studio 17 Makefile

Cost (USD) $200 $1500 $15,000

Table 2.
Machines specifications.
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8. Results and analysis

The results are grouped by the machine architectures, as there is a dependency
between the CPU and GPU. Thirty experimentations was done of each problem
instance on each machine for each algorithm and the average time is given in the
tables (* in msec). The percentage relative difference (PRD) is calculated between the
CPU and GPU times as given in Eq. (3). Negatives values (given as bolded text in
the tables) indicate that the GPU execution is faster.

PRD ¼ GPU � CPUð Þ=CPUð Þ � 100 (3)

The first part of the first machine experiment results of the LS2OPT and its
CUDA variant is given in Table 3. The first column is the problem instances and the
second and third column is the CPU and GPU average results of the LS2OPT in
milliseconds. The final column is the PRD results. From all the results, apart from
the ftv64 instance, the GPU produced faster results. The average time was
22480.28 ms for the CPU and 2168.57 ms for the GPU. The average PRD was
�47.29% for all experiments. A deeper analysis shows that for the larger instances,
the PRD was over 80%.

The plot of the execution time is given in Figure 4 where the execution speedup
is clearly identifiable for the larger instances.

The second part of the first machine experimentation is the MLS2OPT and its
CUDA variant and the result are given in Table 4. For all the problem instances, the
execution time for the GPU was significantly better. The average time was
14183.85 ms for the CPU and 1854.28 ms for the GPU. The average PRD was
�52.55% for all experiments. Apart from two instances, all the other were above
85% PRD.

The plot of the execution time is given in Figure 5, where the execution speedup
is linearly identifiable for the larger instances.

The first part of the second machine experiment results of the LS2OPT and its
CUDA variant is given in Table 5. As the NVidia Titan Xp is a dedicated headless
TESLA category GPU, the computational times are better than the CPU for all the
results. The average time was 12157.14ms for the CPU and 857ms for the GPU. The
average PRD was�64.92% for all experiments. A deeper analysis shows that for the
larger instances, the PRD was over 90%. As the transfer overhead for the PCIe bus is

Data Intel i7-9750H LS2OPT Nvidia GTX 1050 LS2OPTCUDA PRD (%)

ft70 42 34 �19.047

ftv64 14 30 114.29

ftv170 322 87 �72.98

kro124p 580 111 �80.86

rbg323 43,854 2963 �93.24

rbg358 51,069 4096 �91.98

rbg403 61,481 7859 �87.22

Average 22480.28 2168.57 �47.29
*All results are in milliseconds (ms).

Table 3.
Results of the experiments of Intel i7-9750H and NVidia GTX 1050 on the LS2OPT and LS2OPTCUDA
algorithms.
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compensated by more extensive experimentation, larger instances performed faster
on the GPU.

The plot of the execution time is given in Figure 6, where the execution speedup
is clearly identifiable for the larger instances.

The second part of the second machine experimentation is the MLS2OPT and its
CUDA variant and the result are given in Table 6. For all the problem instances, the
execution time for the GPU was significantly better. The average time was
7955.28ms for the CPU and 616.28ms for the GPU. The average PRD was�63.39%
for all experiments. The three larger instances were above 90% PRD.

The plot of the execution time is given in Figure 7, where the execution speedup
is linearly identifiable for the larger instances.

The first part of the third machine experiment results of the LS2OPT and its
CUDA variant is given in Table 7. Generally, the NVidia P100 is regarded as an
industry leading GPU solution for scientific computing. This is coupled with the
IBM Power 8 CPU Architecture. For all the problem instances the result was

Data Intel i7-9750H MLS2OPT Nvidia GTX 1050 MLS2OPTCUDA PRD (%)

ft70 37 21 �43.24

ftv64 26 52 100.00

ftv170 619 78 �87.40

kro124p 303 75 �75.25

rbg323 21,205 2525 �88.09

rbg358 31,330 3775 �87.95

rbg403 45,767 6454 �85.90

Average 14183.85 1854.28 �52.55
*All results are in milliseconds (ms).

Table 4.
Results of the experiments of Intel i7-9750H and NVidia GTX 1050 on the MLS2OPT and
MLS2OPTCUDA algorithms.

Figure 4.
Figure for the experiments of Intel i7 and NVidia GTX 1050 on the LS2OPT and LS2OPTCUDA
algorithms.
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significantly better. The average time was 28592.43 ms for the CPU and 1536.42 ms
for the GPU. The average PRD was �87.83% for all experiments.

The plot of the execution time is given in Figure 8, where the execution speedup
is clearly identifiable for the larger instances.

The second part of the third machine experimentation is the MLS2OPT and its
CUDA variant and the result are given in Table 8. For all the problem instances, the
execution time for the GPU was again significantly better. The average time was
23429.14 ms for the CPU and 751 ms for the GPU. The average PRD was �92.78%
for all experiments. The PRD is the highest of all experiments.

The plot of the execution time is given in Figure 9, where the execution speedup
is linearly identifiable for the larger instances.

The final comparison is of the three GPU’s on the two separate algorithms.
Figure 10 shows the values of the three GPU’s on the problem instances for the
LS2OPTCUDA algorithm. For the small sized problem, the timing is not significantly
distinct. The distinction only becomes variable when the instance sizes increase.
Overall, the NVidia Titan Xp is the best performing GPU for this algorithm.

Figure 5.
Figure for the experiments of Intel i7 and NVidia GTX 1050 on the MLS2OPT and MLS2OPTCUDA
algorithms.

Data Intel i7-7800X LS2OPT NVidia Titan Xp LS2OPTCUDA PRD (%)

ft70 21 18 �14.29

ftv64 12 8 �33.33

ftv170 183 77 �57.92

kro124p 306 94 �69.28

rbg323 23,619 1467 �93.79

rbg358 27,614 1848 �93.31

rbg403 33,345 2487 �92.54

Average 12157.14 857 �64.92
*All results are in milliseconds (ms).

Table 5.
Results of the experiments of Intel i7-7800X and NVidia titan Xp on the LS2OPT and LS2OPTCUDA
algorithms.
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Figure 6.
Figure for the experiments of Intel i7-7800X and NVidia titan Xp on the LS2OPT and LS2OPTCUDA
algorithms.

Data Intel i7-7800X MLS2OPT NVidia Titan Xp MLS2OPTCUDA PRD (%)

ft70 20 16 �20.00

ftv64 11 8 �27.27

ftv170 321 58 �81.93

kro124p 164 56 �65.85

rbg323 11,517 941 �91.83

rbg358 17,109 1059 �93.81

rbg403 24,445 2176 �91.10

Average 7955.28 616.28 �63.39
*All results are in milliseconds (ms).

Table 6.
Results of the experiments of Intel i7-7800X and NVidia titan Xp on the MLS2OPT and MLS2OPTCUDA
algorithms.

Figure 7.
Figure for the experiments of Intel i7-7800X and NVidia titan Xp on the MLS2OPT and MLS2OPTCUDA
algorithms.
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Data Power 8 LS2OPT NVidia P100 LS2OPTCUDA PRD (%)

ft70 57 10 �82.46

ftv64 23 6 �73.91

ftv170 430 75 �82.56

kro124p 754 61 �91.91

rbg323 61,775 3245 �94.75

rbg358 64,419 3587 �94.43
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Figure 11 shows the results of the MLS2OPTCUDA algorithm on the problem.
As with the previous case, the distinction only becomes obvious for large sized
problem instances. Again the NVidia Titan Xp is the best performing GPU for this
algorithm.

9. Algorithm comparison

This section discusses the tour cost obtained by the two different 2-OPT
approaches developed here compared with published research. The first compari-
son is done with the best known solution in literature, which can be obtained from
the TSPLib [36].

Table 9 gives the comparison results between the optimal and the results
obtained from the LS2OPTCUDA and MLS2OPTCUDA algorithms on the P100

Figure 9.
Figure for the experiments of power 8 andNVidia P100 on the MLS2OPT and MLS2OPTCUDA algorithms.

Figure 10.
Figure for the experiments of the three NVidia GPU’s for the LS2OPTCUDA algorithm.
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GPU. The results are compared using the PRD Eq. (3). The GPU is replaced with the
optimal value and the CPU is replaced by the obtained result.

The PRD values comparison shows that the LS2OPT is at most 40% away from
the optimal value for ftv170 instance and � 9% for the rbg403 instance. For the
MLS2OPT comparison, the PRD is �39% from the optimal value for ftv170 instance
and � 5% for the rbg403 instance. On average, the MLS2OPT is a better performing
algorithm with an average of 15853.86 against 16356.57 for the LS2OPT algorithm. A
plot of the comparison values is given in Figure 12.

The second comparison is now done with four different evolutionary algorithms
as given in Table 10. Theses are the Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO)
algorithm [37], Discrete Self-Organizing Algorithm (DSOMA) [38], Enhanced Dif-
ferential Evolution (EDE) algorithm and the Chaos driven Enhanced Differential
Evolution (EDEC) algorithm [17]. The DPSO and DSOMA algorithms were revised
for the TSP problem and the 2-OPT local search was removed from the algorithms
to compare the results without any local search implemented. EDE and EDEC are
published algorithms however only three instances were published. Both these
algorithms had the 2-OPT local search embedded in them.

Figure 11.
Figure for the experiments of the three NVidia GPU’s for the MLS2OPTCUDA algorithm.

Data Optimal LS2OPT PRD (%) MLS2OPT PRD (%)

ft70 38,673 43,163 �10.40 43,310 �10.71

ftv64 1839 2744 �32.98 2554 �28.00

ftv170 2755 4559 �39.57 4510 �38.91

kro124p 36,230 58,014 �37.55 55,011 �34.14

rbg323 1326 1681 �21.12 1535 �13.62

rbg358 1163 1625 �28.43 1459 �20.29

rbg403 2465 2710 �9.04 2598 �5.12

Average 12064.43 16356.57 �25.58 15853.86 �21.54

Table 9.
Comparison of 2OPT vs. optimal values.
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From the results, it was obvious that evolutionary algorithms without local
search heuristics are not as effective as the 2-opt local search heuristic or algorithms
with both directed and local search combined. Therefore, it is important to combine
these two algorithms as in [39]. As reported in [39] that the execution time of local
search can be around 95–99% of the total run time of the algorithm, it is viable to
accelerate the local search heuristics.

10. Conclusions

This chapter introduces a CUDA accelerated 2-opt algorithm for the TSP prob-
lem. As one of the most common and widely used approaches to solve the problem,
the 2-opt approach can be considered as canonical in the field.

GPU programming, especially CUDA has gained significant traction for high
performance computing. Readily available hardware has made programming a
much easier and available task.

Two variants of the 2-opt algorithm have been coded in CUDA to show the
acceleration of computational time. This has been tested against a sample of test

Figure 12.
Figure for the comparison of 2-OPT against global optimal values [36].

Data MLS2OPT DPSO DSOMA EDE EDEC

ft70 43,310 54,444 51,325 40,285 39,841

ftv64 2554 4711 4423 — —

ftv170 4510 19,102 9522 6902 4578

kro124p 55,011 113,153 75,373 41,180 39,574

rbg323 1535 4852 4523 — —

rbg358 1459 5692 4874 — —

rbg403 2598 6373 4427 — —

Average 15853.86 29761.00 22066.71 — —

Table 10.
MLS2OPT vs. evolutionary algorithms.
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instances from literature. From the results obtained, it is clear that even for a
relatively cheap GPU such as the GTX 1050 the performance improvement is
significant, especially for larger sized problem instances. These were compared
against industry leading CPU’s such as Intel i7-X series and IBM Power 8.

One of the interesting aspects was that the Titan Xp performed better than the
P100 for these instances. It is difficult to identify the reasons, as the same code was
deployed on all machines, however the IBM and Intel architecture differences and
different C/C++ compiler usage may have affected the performance. The physical
configuration of the GPU’s inside the hardware and its connection to the mother-
board and memory bandwidth issues could also add to the time overhead. However,
when analyzing the cost-performance of the GPU’s then the $1500 Titan Xp is a
better GPU than the $15,000 P100 in this case.

However, the clear distinction is that there is a significant improvement to be
had when applying the CUDA version of the 2-opt algorithm. The next direction of
this research is to combine it with powerful swarm meta-heuristics with a layered
approach, and try and solve very large TSP instances.
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Abstract

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is presumably difficult to solve exactly
using local search algorithms. It can be exactly solved by only one algorithm—the
enumerative search algorithm. However, the scanning of all possible solutions
requires exponential computing time. Do we need exploring all the possibilities to
find the optimal solution? How can we narrow down the search space effectively
and efficiently for an exhausted search? This chapter attempts to answer these
questions. A local search algorithm is a discrete dynamical system, in which a search
trajectory searches a part of the solution space and stops at a locally optimal point.
A solution attractor of a local search system for the TSP is defined as a subset of the
solution space that contains all locally optimal tours. The solution attractor concept
gives us great insight into the computational complexity of the TSP. If we know
where the solution attractor is located in the solution space, we simply completely
search the solution attractor, rather than the entire solution space, to find the
globally optimal tour. This chapter describes the solution attractor of local search
system for the TSP and then presents a novel search system—the attractor-based
search system—that can solve the TSP much efficiently with global optimality
guarantee.

Keywords: local search, global optimization, computational complexity, dynamical
system, combinatorial optimization, solution attractor

1. Introduction

What it is that makes the TSP difficulty? The difficulty of the TSP is associated
with the combinatorial explosion of potential solutions in the solution space. When
a TSP instance is large, the number of possible tours in the solution space is so large
as to forbid an exhausted search for the optimal tour. Numerous approaches to
solving the TSP have been published. Some algorithms such as enumerative search,
branch-and-bound search, and linear programming are exact approaches but lack
efficiency. Other approximate algorithms, based on heuristics, are quick to find a
good tour but lack effectiveness and robustness. Modern approximate algorithms,
with today’s fast computers, can find good solutions for extremely large TSP
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instances within a reasonable time, which are with a high probability just 2–3%
away from the optimal tour [1–3].

Most approximate algorithms have been based on or derived from a general
search technique known as local search. Local search algorithms iteratively explore
the neighborhoods of solutions trying to improve the current solution by local
changes. However, the scope of a single search trajectory is limited by the neigh-
borhood definition. Both the TSP and local search have been hot research topics for
decades, and many aspects of them have been studied. However, there is still a
variety of open questions. The study of local search for the TSP continues to be a
vibrant, exciting, and fruitful endeavor in combinatorial optimization, computa-
tional mathematics, and computer science.

A local search algorithm is essentially in the domain of dynamical systems. The
goal of a dynamical system analysis is to capture the distinctive properties of certain
points in the state space for a given dynamical system. The attractor theory of
dynamical systems is a natural paradigm that provides the necessary and sufficient
theoretical foundation to study the convergent behavior of a local search system.
The TSP is believed to be NP-hard because we do not have an efficient enumerative
search system for the problem. Do we need to examine all possibilities in order to
solve the problem? Can we quickly narrow down the search space to a small region
in which the optimal solution is located and then search that small region
completely to find the optimal solution? This chapter attempts to use the solution
attractor concept to answer these questions. If we can quickly identify that small
region, the solution attractor, and then search that region thoroughly in reasonable
time, the computational complexity of the problem can be dramatically reduced or
may not exist. This chapter introduces the solution attractor concept, which not
only helps us understand the behavior of a local search system for the TSP but also
offers an important method to solve the problem efficiently with global optimality
guarantee. This chapter presents a novel search algorithm—the attractor-based
search system (ABSS)—that is a simple and quick global search system for the TSP.

2. Reframing the TSP definition

A problem is the frame into which the solutions fall. By changing the frame,
we can change the range of possible solutions and scope of the optimal solutions.
The classic TSP is defined as a complete graph Q ¼ V,E,Cð Þ, where V ¼
vi : i ¼ 1, 2, … , nf g is a set of n nodes, E ¼ e i, jð Þ : i, j ¼ 1, 2, … , n; i 6¼ jf g is an n� n

edge matrix containing the set of edges that completely connects the n nodes, and
C ¼ c i, jð Þ : i, j ¼ 1, 2, … , n; i 6¼ jf g is an n� n cost matrix holding a set of costs
between nodes. A tours∈ S is a closed tour that visits every node exactly once and
returns to the starting node at the end. The solution space S contains a finite set of
all feasible tours. The goal of the TSP is to find a tour s ∗ with minimal cost:

s ∗ ¼ min
s∈ S

f sð Þ (1)

Obviously, this definition requires a search algorithm to find any single optimal
tour in the solution space for a given instance. However, many real-world optimi-
zation problems are inherently multimodal. They may contain multiple optimal
solutions in their solution spaces. Finding all optimal solutions is the essential
requirement for global optimization. In practice, knowledge of multiple optimal
solutions is essentially helpful, providing the decision-maker with multiple best
options. We assume that a TSP instance contains h h≥ 1ð Þ optimal tours in the
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solution space S and denotes S ∗ as the set of h optimal tours. Under global optimi-
zation frame, the objective of the TSP is to find the set of optimal tours S ∗ ⊂ S:

S ∗ ¼ arg min
s∈ S

f sð Þ
� �

¼ s ∗1 , s
∗
2 , … , s ∗h

� �
(2)

For a given TSP instance, we do not know the number of optimal tours in the
solution space until we find all of them. Obviously, this reframed TSP definition
becomes even more difficult to solve. To solve this reframed TSP, we need a search
algorithm that converges not just in value but also in solution. Convergence in value
means that a search system can find any one of the optimal solutions in the solution
space eventually. Convergence in solution means that the search system can identify
the same set of optimal solutions in the solution space over and over again.

Usually, the edge matrix E is not necessary to be included in the TSP definition
because the TSP is a complete graph. However, the matrix E is a powerful data
structure that can shift our point of view so that we can uncover alternative
approaches. One factor contributing to algorithmic difficulty is that we lack a data
structure that links the structure of the problem and the behavior of the search
algorithm and that can make the complex search space traceable and tractable. It
may be unreasonable to expect a search algorithm to be able to solve any problem
without taking into account the structure and properties of the problem. Local
search algorithms may not require much problem-specific knowledge in order to
generate good solutions. However, in order to solve a problem exactly, we should
design a search algorithm that is based on the structure of the problem at hand.

3. Solution attractor of local search system for TSP

A dynamical system is a model to describing the temporal evolution of a system
in its state space [4–9]. The theory of dynamical system is an extremely broad area
of study. The study of dynamical systems has discovered that many dynamical
systems exhibit attracting behavior in the system trajectories. In such a system, all
initial states tend to evolve toward a single final state or a set of final states. This
single state or a set of states is called attractor. A heuristic local search system
essentially is a discrete dynamical system and therefore natural in the domain of
dynamical systems.

A local search system has a solution space S, a set of times T (iterations of
search), and a search function f : S� T ! S for temporal evolution that gives the
consequent to a solution s∈ S. A search trajectory is the sequence of solutions of a
local search system at successive time steps in the form s tþ 1ð Þ ¼ f s tð Þð Þ. The
behavior of a search trajectory can be understood as a process of iterating a function
f sð Þ. Questions about the behavior of a local search system over time are actually the
questions about its search trajectories. Let us denote s0 as an initial point of a search
trajectory, f t as the f th iterate of the function f sð Þ, and a locally optimal solution s0 as
the limit of the convergent search trajectory s0, f s0ð Þ, f 2 s0ð Þ, … , f t s0ð Þ, … ; then

f s0ð Þ ¼ f lim
t!∞

f t s0ð Þ
� �

¼ lim
t!∞

f tþ1 s0ð Þ ¼ s0 (3)

For the TSP, a search trajectory leads to a sequence of tours s0, s1, s2, … , st, where
s0 is an arbitrary initial tour and st is the final tour at the end of search after t
iterations. This time series represents a part of the solution space searched by this
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decades, and many aspects of them have been studied. However, there is still a
variety of open questions. The study of local search for the TSP continues to be a
vibrant, exciting, and fruitful endeavor in combinatorial optimization, computa-
tional mathematics, and computer science.

A local search algorithm is essentially in the domain of dynamical systems. The
goal of a dynamical system analysis is to capture the distinctive properties of certain
points in the state space for a given dynamical system. The attractor theory of
dynamical systems is a natural paradigm that provides the necessary and sufficient
theoretical foundation to study the convergent behavior of a local search system.
The TSP is believed to be NP-hard because we do not have an efficient enumerative
search system for the problem. Do we need to examine all possibilities in order to
solve the problem? Can we quickly narrow down the search space to a small region
in which the optimal solution is located and then search that small region
completely to find the optimal solution? This chapter attempts to use the solution
attractor concept to answer these questions. If we can quickly identify that small
region, the solution attractor, and then search that region thoroughly in reasonable
time, the computational complexity of the problem can be dramatically reduced or
may not exist. This chapter introduces the solution attractor concept, which not
only helps us understand the behavior of a local search system for the TSP but also
offers an important method to solve the problem efficiently with global optimality
guarantee. This chapter presents a novel search algorithm—the attractor-based
search system (ABSS)—that is a simple and quick global search system for the TSP.

2. Reframing the TSP definition
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edge matrix containing the set of edges that completely connects the n nodes, and
C ¼ c i, jð Þ : i, j ¼ 1, 2, … , n; i 6¼ jf g is an n� n cost matrix holding a set of costs
between nodes. A tours∈ S is a closed tour that visits every node exactly once and
returns to the starting node at the end. The solution space S contains a finite set of
all feasible tours. The goal of the TSP is to find a tour s ∗ with minimal cost:

s ∗ ¼ min
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Obviously, this definition requires a search algorithm to find any single optimal
tour in the solution space for a given instance. However, many real-world optimi-
zation problems are inherently multimodal. They may contain multiple optimal
solutions in their solution spaces. Finding all optimal solutions is the essential
requirement for global optimization. In practice, knowledge of multiple optimal
solutions is essentially helpful, providing the decision-maker with multiple best
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A dynamical system is a model to describing the temporal evolution of a system
in its state space [4–9]. The theory of dynamical system is an extremely broad area
of study. The study of dynamical systems has discovered that many dynamical
systems exhibit attracting behavior in the system trajectories. In such a system, all
initial states tend to evolve toward a single final state or a set of final states. This
single state or a set of states is called attractor. A heuristic local search system
essentially is a discrete dynamical system and therefore natural in the domain of
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search), and a search function f : S� T ! S for temporal evolution that gives the
consequent to a solution s∈ S. A search trajectory is the sequence of solutions of a
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behavior of a search trajectory can be understood as a process of iterating a function
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search trajectory. The globally optimal tour s ∗ is the target point of a search
trajectory. Due to the constraint of the neighborhood search structure, a search
trajectory rarely reaches the target point and eventually stops at a locally optimal
tour s0. In a heuristic local search system, different initial points and randomness in
the search process lead to a complex search behavior and generate different search
trajectories. There are no two search trajectories that are exactly alike. Different
search trajectories explore different regions of the solution space and stop at differ-
ent final points. Since all search trajectories have the same target point, they move
toward the same direction and finally stop in the same target region in the solution
space. This target region is called the solution attractor, denoted as A. Roughly
speaking, the solution attractor of a local search system is a closed region of the
solution space toward which a search trajectory tends to evolve regardless of the
starting point. A solution attractor is the equilibrium level of the system dynamics.
At this level, all search trajectories will stop moving, and therefore the solution
attractor consists of all locally optimal tours. A single search trajectory typically
converges to either one of the points in the solution attractor. Since the globally
optimal tour is a special case of locally optimal tours, it is undoubtedly embodied in
the solution attractor, that is, s ∗ ∈A and A⊂ S. Figure 1 summaries the concepts of
search trajectories and solution attractor in a local search system. Illustrating search
trajectories and solution attractor of a local search system as 2-D object is a valid
metaphor for understanding how a local search system might proceed. The solution
attractor A of a local search system has the following properties [10–12]:

• Invariance, i.e., ∀s0 ∈A, f t s0ð Þ ¼ s0 and f t Að Þ ¼ A for all time t.

• Attractiveness, i.e., ∀si ∈ S, f t sið Þ∈A for sufficient time t.

• Convexity, i.e., all locally optimal tours in A are gathered in an extremely small
region of the solution space.

• Centrality, i.e., the best of these locally optimal tours (the globally optimal
tour) is located centrally with respect to the other locally optimal tours.

• Irreducibility, i.e., the solution attractor A contains a limit number of invariant
locally optimal tours.

In general term, for a TSP instance with h h≥ 1ð Þ optimal tours, the local search
system will have h solution attractors (A1,A2, … ,Ah) that attract all search trajec-
tories. Each of the solution attractors has its own set of locally optimal tours,

Figure 1.
Search trajectories and solution attractor in a local search system.
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surrounding a globally optimal tour s ∗i i ¼ 1, 2, … , hð Þ. The search trajectories will
explore many different regions of the solution space and converge to these solution
attractors. A particular search trajectory will converge into one of these solution
attractors. The set of locally optimal tours generated by all search trajectories will be
distributed to these h solution attractors. According to dynamical systems theory
[9], the closure of an arbitrary union of attractors is still an attractor, that is, the
attractor of a local search system for a multimodal TSP is a complete collection of
solution attractors A ¼ A1∪A2∪…∪Ah and A⊂ S:

4. The attractor-based search system for TSP

Figure 2 presents the attractor-based search system (ABSS) for the TSP. In this
algorithm, Q is a given TSP instance. K is the number of search trajectories used to
generate K locally optimal tours. E is the edge matrix used to store the K locally
optimal tours. si is an initial tour generated by the function Initial_Tour(), which
can use any technique to construct the initial tour. sj is a locally optimal tour
generated by the function Local_Search(), which can use any local search tech-
nique. The function Update() updates the edge matrix E by recording the edge
configuration of tour sj into E. Finally, the function Exhausted_Search() searches
the matrix E completely using any enumerative search technique and outputs the
set of the found globally optimal tours, S ∗ . The search strategy behind the ABSS is
simple and effective: we first identify the small regions—the solution attractors—in
which the globally optimal tours are located, and then we search these small regions
completely to find the globally optimal tours. In this strategy, we avoid searching
the large unnecessary region of the solution space so that the search time is dra-
matically reduced. The ABSS shows strong features of effectiveness, flexibility,
adaptability, and scalability. It can be implemented in many different ways: serial or
parallel. The computational model in ABSS is inherently parallel and can support
the exploitation of massive parallelism. If the ABSS is implemented using proper
number of concurrent processors, it can deal with dynamic TSP in real time:

The critical element in the ABSS is the edge matrix E. Few search algorithms
have used the edge matrix E in their search processes. An edge is the most basic
element in a tour. It is a connection between two nodes and contains pieces of
information about n� 2ð Þ! tours that go through it. A tour is a list of ordered nodes
and has an edge configuration in the matrix E, as an example illustrated in Figure 3.
Each edge has an implicit probability to be selected by a locally optimal tour. The
edges in the matrix E can be divided into three groups: G-edges, globally superior

Figure 2.
The ABSS algorithm for the TSP.
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search trajectory. The globally optimal tour s ∗ is the target point of a search
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attractors. The set of locally optimal tours generated by all search trajectories will be
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[9], the closure of an arbitrary union of attractors is still an attractor, that is, the
attractor of a local search system for a multimodal TSP is a complete collection of
solution attractors A ¼ A1∪A2∪…∪Ah and A⊂ S:

4. The attractor-based search system for TSP

Figure 2 presents the attractor-based search system (ABSS) for the TSP. In this
algorithm, Q is a given TSP instance. K is the number of search trajectories used to
generate K locally optimal tours. E is the edge matrix used to store the K locally
optimal tours. si is an initial tour generated by the function Initial_Tour(), which
can use any technique to construct the initial tour. sj is a locally optimal tour
generated by the function Local_Search(), which can use any local search tech-
nique. The function Update() updates the edge matrix E by recording the edge
configuration of tour sj into E. Finally, the function Exhausted_Search() searches
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set of the found globally optimal tours, S ∗ . The search strategy behind the ABSS is
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which the globally optimal tours are located, and then we search these small regions
completely to find the globally optimal tours. In this strategy, we avoid searching
the large unnecessary region of the solution space so that the search time is dra-
matically reduced. The ABSS shows strong features of effectiveness, flexibility,
adaptability, and scalability. It can be implemented in many different ways: serial or
parallel. The computational model in ABSS is inherently parallel and can support
the exploitation of massive parallelism. If the ABSS is implemented using proper
number of concurrent processors, it can deal with dynamic TSP in real time:

The critical element in the ABSS is the edge matrix E. Few search algorithms
have used the edge matrix E in their search processes. An edge is the most basic
element in a tour. It is a connection between two nodes and contains pieces of
information about n� 2ð Þ! tours that go through it. A tour is a list of ordered nodes
and has an edge configuration in the matrix E, as an example illustrated in Figure 3.
Each edge has an implicit probability to be selected by a locally optimal tour. The
edges in the matrix E can be divided into three groups: G-edges, globally superior

Figure 2.
The ABSS algorithm for the TSP.
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edges, and bad edges. The edges that are contained in a globally optimal tour are
G-edges. A globally superior edge is the edge that is hit by many locally optimal
tours. Although each of these locally optimal tour selects this edge based on its own
neighborhood function and search path, the edge is globally superior because it is
selected by these tours from different search paths that go through different regions
of the solution space. Bad edges are the edges that are eventually discarded by all
search trajectories or selected by only few locally optimal tours. The edge configu-
ration of a locally optimal tour consists of some G-edges, some globally superior
edges and a few bad edges. Therefore, the edge matrix E is an exploitable data
structure that plays the following roles in the ABSS:

• It is a natural data structure that can store the edge configurations of search
trajectories and thus can visually demonstrate the asymptotic behavior of the
search trajectories during the search. When the search trajectories reach their
final points, it records the frequency of occurrence of each of the edges in the
locally optimal tours.

• It is an instrument that can alter the state of what we measure for the TSP. We
can change a tour-search process into an edge-search process, and thus the
problem of finding the optimal tour is converted into the problem of finding a
set of edges. The edge space represented by the edge matrix E is much simpler
and smaller than the solution space represented by the tours.

• It is a mechanism that can transform non-deterministic local search to
deterministic global search. Through the matrix E, we can see that the search
trajectories actually perform the process of edge inclusion and exclusion, and the
temporal evolution of the edge configuration matrix E generated by different
sets of K search trajectories always converges to the same small set of edges.

A search trajectory changes its edge configuration during the search process. Let
W be the total number of edges in the matrix E, α tð Þ the number of the common
edges that are hit by all search trajectories at time t, β tð Þ the number of the edges
that are hit by one or some of the search trajectories, and γ tð Þ the number of the
edges that have no hit from the search trajectories. Then at any time t, we have

W ¼ α tð Þ þ β tð Þ þ γ tð Þ (4)

Figure 3.
(a) Shows a 10-node tour and (b) shows its edge configuration in the matrix E.
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For a given TSP instance, W is a constant value n n� 1ð Þ=2 for a symmetric
instance or n n� 1ð Þ for an asymmetric instance. We can expect that, as local search
process continues, the values for both α tð Þ and γ tð Þ will increase and value for β tð Þ
will decrease. Our experiments confirmed this inference about α tð Þ, β tð Þ, and γ tð Þ.
Figure 4 illustrates the curve patterns of α tð Þ, β tð Þ, and γ tð Þ. These curves cannot
increase or decrease forever, and they approach to constant values as the search
time continues, that is,

W ¼ lim
t!∞

α tð Þ þ lim
t!∞

β tð Þ þ lim
t!∞

γ tð Þ ¼ Aþ Bþ Γ (5)

This indicates that at certain point of time, the union of the edge configurations
of the search trajectories will become fixed. This aggregate edge configuration will
be the edge configuration of the solution attractor at limit.

When the matrix E records the edge configurations of K locally optimal tours,
the edges are partitioned into two sets: the edges with hit (hit edges) and the edges
without hit (non-hit edges). The hit edges include all globally superior edges, all G-
edges, and some bad edges. Figure 5 shows the composition of edges in the matrix E
after the edge configurations of K locally optimal tours are stored in it. The local
search process can quickly make large number of edges become the non-hit edges.
In our experiments, we found that the ration γ tð Þ=W exceeds 75% easily with short
search time for the symmetric TSP. This fact indicates that the edge configuration
of the solution attractor contains very small percentage of the edges. Therefore,
compared to the full solution space, the solution attractor is extremely small.

Figure 4.
The α tð Þ, β tð Þ, and γ tð Þ curves with search iterations.

Figure 5.
The composition of edges in the matrix E after the edge configurations of K locally optimal tours are stored.
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edges, and bad edges. The edges that are contained in a globally optimal tour are
G-edges. A globally superior edge is the edge that is hit by many locally optimal
tours. Although each of these locally optimal tour selects this edge based on its own
neighborhood function and search path, the edge is globally superior because it is
selected by these tours from different search paths that go through different regions
of the solution space. Bad edges are the edges that are eventually discarded by all
search trajectories or selected by only few locally optimal tours. The edge configu-
ration of a locally optimal tour consists of some G-edges, some globally superior
edges and a few bad edges. Therefore, the edge matrix E is an exploitable data
structure that plays the following roles in the ABSS:

• It is a natural data structure that can store the edge configurations of search
trajectories and thus can visually demonstrate the asymptotic behavior of the
search trajectories during the search. When the search trajectories reach their
final points, it records the frequency of occurrence of each of the edges in the
locally optimal tours.

• It is an instrument that can alter the state of what we measure for the TSP. We
can change a tour-search process into an edge-search process, and thus the
problem of finding the optimal tour is converted into the problem of finding a
set of edges. The edge space represented by the edge matrix E is much simpler
and smaller than the solution space represented by the tours.

• It is a mechanism that can transform non-deterministic local search to
deterministic global search. Through the matrix E, we can see that the search
trajectories actually perform the process of edge inclusion and exclusion, and the
temporal evolution of the edge configuration matrix E generated by different
sets of K search trajectories always converges to the same small set of edges.

A search trajectory changes its edge configuration during the search process. Let
W be the total number of edges in the matrix E, α tð Þ the number of the common
edges that are hit by all search trajectories at time t, β tð Þ the number of the edges
that are hit by one or some of the search trajectories, and γ tð Þ the number of the
edges that have no hit from the search trajectories. Then at any time t, we have

W ¼ α tð Þ þ β tð Þ þ γ tð Þ (4)

Figure 3.
(a) Shows a 10-node tour and (b) shows its edge configuration in the matrix E.
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For a given TSP instance, W is a constant value n n� 1ð Þ=2 for a symmetric
instance or n n� 1ð Þ for an asymmetric instance. We can expect that, as local search
process continues, the values for both α tð Þ and γ tð Þ will increase and value for β tð Þ
will decrease. Our experiments confirmed this inference about α tð Þ, β tð Þ, and γ tð Þ.
Figure 4 illustrates the curve patterns of α tð Þ, β tð Þ, and γ tð Þ. These curves cannot
increase or decrease forever, and they approach to constant values as the search
time continues, that is,

W ¼ lim
t!∞

α tð Þ þ lim
t!∞

β tð Þ þ lim
t!∞

γ tð Þ ¼ Aþ Bþ Γ (5)

This indicates that at certain point of time, the union of the edge configurations
of the search trajectories will become fixed. This aggregate edge configuration will
be the edge configuration of the solution attractor at limit.

When the matrix E records the edge configurations of K locally optimal tours,
the edges are partitioned into two sets: the edges with hit (hit edges) and the edges
without hit (non-hit edges). The hit edges include all globally superior edges, all G-
edges, and some bad edges. Figure 5 shows the composition of edges in the matrix E
after the edge configurations of K locally optimal tours are stored in it. The local
search process can quickly make large number of edges become the non-hit edges.
In our experiments, we found that the ration γ tð Þ=W exceeds 75% easily with short
search time for the symmetric TSP. This fact indicates that the edge configuration
of the solution attractor contains very small percentage of the edges. Therefore,
compared to the full solution space, the solution attractor is extremely small.

Figure 4.
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Figure 5.
The composition of edges in the matrix E after the edge configurations of K locally optimal tours are stored.
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Different sets of K search trajectories will generate a little different edge config-
uration in the matrix E. However, the underlying edge configuration of the solution
attractor in the matrix E is structurally stable because small differences in the final
edge configurations generated by different sets of K search trajectories do not mean
the qualitative difference in the dynamical behavior of search trajectories. The core
structure of the edge configuration of the solution attractor keeps unchanged. In our
experiments, we observed that in the aggregated edge configurations of the differ-
ent sets of K locally optimal tours, the set of globally superior edges and the G-edges
is always the same. This empirical fact indicates that a local search system actually
is a deterministic system. Although a single search trajectory appears stochastic,
there is an important aspect of order hidden in the local search system that makes
all different sets of K search trajectories converge to the same set of core edges.

5. Global optimization and computational complexity of ABSS

In order to make sure that the ABSS is an effective and efficient search system,
we should answer the following fundamental questions:

1.“How can we construct the edge configuration of the solution attractor
without large number of search trajectories?” that is, “What is a proper size
of K?”

2.What is the relationship between the size of the constructed solution attractor
and the size of the TSP instance?

3.How does the ABSS meet the requirements of a global optimization system?

4.Is the best tour in the solution attractor the best tour in the solution space?

It is easy to verify that the edge configuration of a true solution attractor can be
obtained if all search trajectories are performed and all search trajectories reach
their real locally optimal points. In other words, the probability of finding all
globally optimal points is one if all possible search trajectories are performed.
However, the required search effort may be very huge—equivalent to enumerating
all possibilities in the solution space. In fact, we can construct the edge configura-
tion of the solution attractor with a limited number of K locally optimal tours. In a
heuristic local search system, K search trajectories start a sample of initial points
from a uniform distribution over the solution space S and generate a sample of
locally optimal points uniformly distributed over the solution attractor A. The
fundamental theory behind using K search trajectories is the information theory.
According to the information theory [13], each solution point in the solution space
contains some information about its neighboring points that can be modeled as
mapping Ωsi : si ! R, called information or influence function, which is a decreasing
function of the spatial distance to the solution point si in the solution space. The
information function value of si is maximum at the point and decreases gradually
with the distance from that point. The notion of influence function has been used
extensively in data mining, data clustering, and pattern recognition. In a local
search system for the TSP, as one search trajectory is approaching to a locally
optimal tour, it shares more and more edges with other search trajectories and thus
collects more and more information about the other locally optimal tours and the
globally optimal tour. When K search trajectories reach their end points and record
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their edge configurations in the matrix E, the aggregate edge configuration in the
matrix E is not just a countable union of the edge configurations of the K locally
optimal tours but also includes the edge configurations of all other locally optimal
tours. The essential motivation behind using the edge matrix E is that a collection of
K locally optimal tours is able to provide whole information about all locally optimal
tours and the matrix E is a tool that put all pieces of puzzles together to reveal the
edge configuration of the solution attractor. What is the proper number for K? In
our experiments, we found that K ¼ 6n is the magic number. The union of the edge
configurations of at most 6n random initial tours can generate the edge configura-
tion of the entire solution space (i.e., all cells of the matrix E can be hit by these
initial tours). The core structure (the set of the globally superior edges and the
G-edges) of the edge configuration of the constructed solution attractor becomes
unique and fixed when the number of search trajectories K ≥ 6n.

Another related question is “how many moves a local search trajectory has to
make before it reaches a real locally optimal tour?” So far we do not have an answer
to this question. We even do not know any nontrivial upper bounds on the number
of moves that may be needed to reach local optimality [14–17]. In practice, we are
rarely able to find a true locally optimal point because we simply do not allow the
local search process run enough long time. We usually let a search trajectory run a
predefined number of iterations, accept whatever solution it generates, and treat it
as a locally optimal solution. Therefore, the size of the constructed solution attractor
depends not only on the problem structure and the neighborhood function used in
the local search process but also on the amount of search time invested in the local
search process. If we spend more time in the local search process (t2>t1), the
resulting constructed solution attractor should be smaller (A2 <A1), as illustrated
in Figure 6.

Let MS be the edge configuration of the solution space S, MA the edge configu-
ration of the true solution attractor A, and f t the t-iterate of the search function f in
the local search process on K search trajectories, and then it follows easily thatMA is
equal to the intersection of the nested sequence of forward edge sets:

MS⊃ f MSð Þ…⊃ f t MSð Þ…⊃MA (6)

Therefore, at any search time t before the K search trajectories reach their true
end points, the edge configuration of the true solution attractor MA is always a
subset of the edge configuration of the constructed solution attractor f t MSð Þ, and
thus the constructed solution attractor is always larger than the true solution
attractor.

What is the relationship between the size of the constructed solution attractor
and the size of the given problem? So far there is no theoretical or analytical tool
available in the literature that can be used to answer this question. We have to
depend on empirical results to lend some insights. If the size of the constructed
attractor increases exponentially with the size of the problem increases, the ABSS
still does not fundamentally reduce the computational complexity of the problem.

Figure 6.
The size of a constructed solution attractor is also determined by the time spent in the local search process.
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Different sets of K search trajectories will generate a little different edge config-
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the qualitative difference in the dynamical behavior of search trajectories. The core
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ent sets of K locally optimal tours, the set of globally superior edges and the G-edges
is always the same. This empirical fact indicates that a local search system actually
is a deterministic system. Although a single search trajectory appears stochastic,
there is an important aspect of order hidden in the local search system that makes
all different sets of K search trajectories converge to the same set of core edges.
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In order to make sure that the ABSS is an effective and efficient search system,
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1.“How can we construct the edge configuration of the solution attractor
without large number of search trajectories?” that is, “What is a proper size
of K?”

2.What is the relationship between the size of the constructed solution attractor
and the size of the TSP instance?

3.How does the ABSS meet the requirements of a global optimization system?

4.Is the best tour in the solution attractor the best tour in the solution space?

It is easy to verify that the edge configuration of a true solution attractor can be
obtained if all search trajectories are performed and all search trajectories reach
their real locally optimal points. In other words, the probability of finding all
globally optimal points is one if all possible search trajectories are performed.
However, the required search effort may be very huge—equivalent to enumerating
all possibilities in the solution space. In fact, we can construct the edge configura-
tion of the solution attractor with a limited number of K locally optimal tours. In a
heuristic local search system, K search trajectories start a sample of initial points
from a uniform distribution over the solution space S and generate a sample of
locally optimal points uniformly distributed over the solution attractor A. The
fundamental theory behind using K search trajectories is the information theory.
According to the information theory [13], each solution point in the solution space
contains some information about its neighboring points that can be modeled as
mapping Ωsi : si ! R, called information or influence function, which is a decreasing
function of the spatial distance to the solution point si in the solution space. The
information function value of si is maximum at the point and decreases gradually
with the distance from that point. The notion of influence function has been used
extensively in data mining, data clustering, and pattern recognition. In a local
search system for the TSP, as one search trajectory is approaching to a locally
optimal tour, it shares more and more edges with other search trajectories and thus
collects more and more information about the other locally optimal tours and the
globally optimal tour. When K search trajectories reach their end points and record
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their edge configurations in the matrix E, the aggregate edge configuration in the
matrix E is not just a countable union of the edge configurations of the K locally
optimal tours but also includes the edge configurations of all other locally optimal
tours. The essential motivation behind using the edge matrix E is that a collection of
K locally optimal tours is able to provide whole information about all locally optimal
tours and the matrix E is a tool that put all pieces of puzzles together to reveal the
edge configuration of the solution attractor. What is the proper number for K? In
our experiments, we found that K ¼ 6n is the magic number. The union of the edge
configurations of at most 6n random initial tours can generate the edge configura-
tion of the entire solution space (i.e., all cells of the matrix E can be hit by these
initial tours). The core structure (the set of the globally superior edges and the
G-edges) of the edge configuration of the constructed solution attractor becomes
unique and fixed when the number of search trajectories K ≥ 6n.

Another related question is “how many moves a local search trajectory has to
make before it reaches a real locally optimal tour?” So far we do not have an answer
to this question. We even do not know any nontrivial upper bounds on the number
of moves that may be needed to reach local optimality [14–17]. In practice, we are
rarely able to find a true locally optimal point because we simply do not allow the
local search process run enough long time. We usually let a search trajectory run a
predefined number of iterations, accept whatever solution it generates, and treat it
as a locally optimal solution. Therefore, the size of the constructed solution attractor
depends not only on the problem structure and the neighborhood function used in
the local search process but also on the amount of search time invested in the local
search process. If we spend more time in the local search process (t2>t1), the
resulting constructed solution attractor should be smaller (A2 <A1), as illustrated
in Figure 6.

Let MS be the edge configuration of the solution space S, MA the edge configu-
ration of the true solution attractor A, and f t the t-iterate of the search function f in
the local search process on K search trajectories, and then it follows easily thatMA is
equal to the intersection of the nested sequence of forward edge sets:

MS⊃ f MSð Þ…⊃ f t MSð Þ…⊃MA (6)

Therefore, at any search time t before the K search trajectories reach their true
end points, the edge configuration of the true solution attractor MA is always a
subset of the edge configuration of the constructed solution attractor f t MSð Þ, and
thus the constructed solution attractor is always larger than the true solution
attractor.

What is the relationship between the size of the constructed solution attractor
and the size of the given problem? So far there is no theoretical or analytical tool
available in the literature that can be used to answer this question. We have to
depend on empirical results to lend some insights. If the size of the constructed
attractor increases exponentially with the size of the problem increases, the ABSS
still does not fundamentally reduce the computational complexity of the problem.
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The size of a constructed solution attractor is also determined by the time spent in the local search process.
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The ABSS consists of two search phases: the local search phase that construct the
solution attractor (from line 5 to line 10 in the ABSS algorithm) and the exhausted
search phase that find the best tour in the solution attractor (line 11). For the TSP,
the solution space can be represented by a search tree. The local search phase
actually performs the task of pruning off the edges that cannot possibly be included
in the globally optimal tours. When the first edge is discarded by all K search
trajectories, n� 2ð Þ! tours that go through this edge are excluded in the search space
of the exhausted search phase. Each time an edge is removed, the search space of
the exhausted search phase is reduced by a factor. In such a way, the number of
combinatorial branching possibilities for the exhausted search can be exponentially
reduced. Decades of research and empirical evidence have found that heuristic local
search algorithms converge very quickly, within low-order polynomial time [14].
When majority of the edges are removed, a huge number of possible tours in the
solution space are removed from consideration in the exhausted search phase. In
this way, the computational complexity of the problem is significantly reduced. In
our experiments, the local search process can remove over 70% of edges in the
matrix E in a number of iterations bounded by a linear polynomial time. Therefore,
the local search phase in the ABSS can be done in O n2ð Þ. Figure 7 shows the result of
one of our experiments. All other similar experiments reveal the same pattern. All
our experiments used the 2-opt local search technique because the 2-opt has the
smallest expected number of local optima [14]. The experiments were carried out
on a PC with 2.60 GHz Intel® Core(TM)i7-3687U CPU, running under Microsoft
Windows 7 Enterprise. The ABSS algorithm was coded in Microsoft Visual Basic
2012. In this experiment, we generated 10 unimodal TSP instances in the size from
1000 to 10,000 nodes with 1000-node increment. For each instance, the search
system generated k ¼ 6n search trajectories. First, we let each search trajectory stop
when no improvement was made during 10,000 iterations, no matter the size of the
problem (viz., fixed search time). We counted the number of tours in the
constructed solution attractor for each instance. Next we ran the search system
again on these instances. This time we made each search trajectory stop when no
improvement was made during 10n iterations (varied search time 1) and 100n
iterations (varied search time 2), respectively. Then we counted the number of

Figure 7.
The relationship between the size of the constructed solution attractor and the size of the problem.
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tours in the constructed solution attractor for each instance. As illustrated in the
chart of Figure 7, all curves appear to be linear, and the varied-search-time curves
have much flatter slope because longer local search time leads a smaller solution
attractor.

After the local search phase, majority of unnecessary branches have been cut off
from the search tree. Usually, when using tree search enumerative algorithm, the
effective branching factor is used to measure the computing complexity of the
algorithm. An effective branching factorb ∗ is the number of successors generated by a
typical node for a given search tree problem. We use the following definition to
calculate effective branding factor b ∗ in the exhausted search phase:

N ¼ b ∗þ b ∗ð Þ2 þ … þ b ∗ð Þn (7)

where N is total number of nodes generated from the origin node and n is the
size of the TSP instance, representing the depth of the tree. We conducted several
experiments on different TSP instances. The tree search process always starts from
node 1 (the first row of the matrix E). N is the total number of nodes that are
processed to construct all valid and invalid tours in the matrix E from the node 1. N
does not count the node 1 (the origin node), but includes node 1 as the end node of a
valid tour. Figure 8 shows the result of one experiment, using the same instances
and setting reported in Figure 7. The effective branching factors in all our experi-
ments are very small, all less than 2. This result indicates that the edge configuration
of the solution attractor presents a tree with extremely sparse branches, and the
degree of sparseness does not change as the problem size increases if we properly
increase local search time for a larger instance. It also indicates that the exhausted
search phase is polynomial time if we polynomially increase local search time for
larger instances. Therefore, the tree represented by the edge configuration of the
constructed solution attractor has a manageable size that can be searched
completely in O n2ð Þ.

The ABSS is a global optimization system. The goal of a global optimization
system is to find all absolute best solutions in the solution space. There are two
major tasks in a global optimization system: (1) finding all globally optimal points in
the solution space and (2) making sure that they are globally optimal. To complete
these tasks, the global optimization system should meet the following requirements:
(1) its search behavior should be globally convergent, (2) it should be deterministic

Figure 8.
The b ∗ values for different problem size n.
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tours in the constructed solution attractor for each instance. As illustrated in the
chart of Figure 7, all curves appear to be linear, and the varied-search-time curves
have much flatter slope because longer local search time leads a smaller solution
attractor.

After the local search phase, majority of unnecessary branches have been cut off
from the search tree. Usually, when using tree search enumerative algorithm, the
effective branching factor is used to measure the computing complexity of the
algorithm. An effective branching factorb ∗ is the number of successors generated by a
typical node for a given search tree problem. We use the following definition to
calculate effective branding factor b ∗ in the exhausted search phase:

N ¼ b ∗þ b ∗ð Þ2 þ … þ b ∗ð Þn (7)

where N is total number of nodes generated from the origin node and n is the
size of the TSP instance, representing the depth of the tree. We conducted several
experiments on different TSP instances. The tree search process always starts from
node 1 (the first row of the matrix E). N is the total number of nodes that are
processed to construct all valid and invalid tours in the matrix E from the node 1. N
does not count the node 1 (the origin node), but includes node 1 as the end node of a
valid tour. Figure 8 shows the result of one experiment, using the same instances
and setting reported in Figure 7. The effective branching factors in all our experi-
ments are very small, all less than 2. This result indicates that the edge configuration
of the solution attractor presents a tree with extremely sparse branches, and the
degree of sparseness does not change as the problem size increases if we properly
increase local search time for a larger instance. It also indicates that the exhausted
search phase is polynomial time if we polynomially increase local search time for
larger instances. Therefore, the tree represented by the edge configuration of the
constructed solution attractor has a manageable size that can be searched
completely in O n2ð Þ.

The ABSS is a global optimization system. The goal of a global optimization
system is to find all absolute best solutions in the solution space. There are two
major tasks in a global optimization system: (1) finding all globally optimal points in
the solution space and (2) making sure that they are globally optimal. To complete
these tasks, the global optimization system should meet the following requirements:
(1) its search behavior should be globally convergent, (2) it should be deterministic
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and has a rigorous guarantee for finding all globally optimal solutions without
excessive computing burden, and (3) it should have a self-evident optimality
criterion.

In the ABSS, two different search phases have different search objectives. The
objective of the local search phase is “searching for most promising tours in the
solution space.” It tries to provide an answer to the question “In which small region
of the solution space is the best tour located?” The objective pursued by the
exhausted search phase is “finding the best tour among the most promising tours.”
It tries to provide an answer to the question “In this small region, which tour is the
best one?” Putting these two objectives together, the ABSS tries to provide an
answer to the question “Which tour is the best tour in the solution space?”

The ABSS combines beautifully two crucial aspects in search: exploration and
exploitation. In the local search phase, K search trajectories explore the solution
space independently and individually to collect the edges for constructing the
solution attractor. The K search trajectories create and maintain diversity from
beginning to the end. Randomization in the local search process makes the local
search process become a randomized process. A search trajectory changes its edge
configuration according to the objective function and its neighborhood structure.
The local search phase actually uses the Monte Carlo simulation to sample locally
optimal tours. Monte Carlo simulation is defined as simulations used to model the
probability of different outcomes in a process that cannot easily be predicted due to
intervention of random variables. The essential idea of Monte Carlo method is to
use randomness to solve problems that might be deterministic in principle. In the
ABSS, K search trajectories start a sample of initial tours from uniform distribution
over the solution space and, through a randomized local search process, generate a
sample of locally optimal tours that are uniformly distributed in the constructed
solution attractor. Therefore the edge configuration of the solution attractor is
constructed through this Monte Carlo sampling process. The distribution of the hit
edges in the matrix E converges to a small set of edges, and the set of the edges is
statistically fixed. This fixed edge configuration is not sensitive to the selection of
K search trajectories. Convergence and stability are two desirable properties of the
solution attractor: all search trajectories will converge to the solution attractor and
remain there forever. The ability of K search trajectories to explore the entire
solution space and thus collect all globally superior edges and G-edges can help the
ABSS achieve its required function—finding all globally optimal tours.

The global convergence and deterministic property of the search trajectories
make the ABSS converge in solution, that is, the ABSS always find the same set of
the best tours. This argument was empirically confirmed in our experiments. For a
given TSP instance, we repeated the same search process on the same instance many
times, each time using a different set of K search trajectories, and the search system
always generates the same set of the best tours in all trials. Table 1 shows the result
of one experiment. This experiment generated two TSP instances Q1 and Q2 with
n1 ¼ 1000 and n2 ¼ 10000 nodes. The ABSS ran each instance 15 times, each time
using a different set of K ¼ 6n search trajectories. The ABSS found the same single
best tour in all 15 trials for Q1 and the same set of three best tours in all 15 trials for
Q2. The three best tours for Q2 have the same cost value but with different edge
configurations. It is clear that Q1 is a unimodal TSP instance and Q2 is a multimodal
instance having three optimal tours in its solution space. If any trial had generated a
different set of the best tours, we could immediately make a conclusion that the best
tours in the constructed solution attractor may not be the globally optimal tours.
From the experimental and practical perspective, the fact that the same set of the
best tours was detected in all trials provides a significant empirical evidence of the
optimality of these tours.
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One factor that makes the TSP difficult to solve is that we have not found a
simple optimality criterion to decide whether or not a locally optimal tour is also a
globally optimal tour. Selecting the best tour among a set of tours and knowing it is
the best one are the full challenges of the TSP. A brute-force algorithm that sorts
through all tours in the solution space can be certain that it meets the challenge.
However, it lacks practical efficiency. For a TSP instance, there are an unknown
number of globally and locally optimal tours. The ABSS uses a simple and practical
optimality criterion: the best tours in the set of all locally optimal tours are the
globally optimal tour. In fact, this criterion is the necessary and sufficient condition
for a locally optimal tour to be a globally optimal tour. In the ABSS, the local search
phase identifies the solution attractor, and no tour outside the solution attractor can
be better than any tour inside. Then the exhausted search phase examines all tours
in the solution attractor and finds the best tours. In fact, this optimality criterion
describes how the ABSS models and solves the TSP.

For a tour si ∈ S, its neighborhood N sið Þ⊂ S is defined, consisting of all tours that
can be reached from si in one single transition. A locally optimal tour s0 satisfies
f s0ð Þ≤ f sð Þ for all s∈ S∩N s0ð Þ. A solution attractor A consists of all locally optimal
tours. A best tour s ∗ in a solution attractor satisfies f s ∗ð Þ< f s0ð Þ for all s0 ∈A: The
best tour s ∗ ∈A satisfies the following conditions, which allow the propagation of

Trial # Number of tours in A Range of tour cost Number of best tours in A

1000 nodes (Q1) (6000 initial tours)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

5,703,833
5,703,785
5,703,479
5,703,829
5,703,868
5,703,499
5,703,253
5,703,791
5,703,742
5,703,990
5,703,637
5,703,457
5,703,642
5,703,626
5,703,727

[3926, 4437]
[3926, 4521]
[3926, 4509]
[3926, 4495]
[3926, 4540]
[3926, 4500]
[3926, 4556]
[3926, 4488]
[3926, 4498]
[3926, 4551]
[3926, 4526]
[3926, 4536]
[3926, 4534]
[3926, 4546]
[3926, 4522]

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10,000 nodes (Q2) (60,000 initial tours)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

9,428,645
9,428,571
9,428,032
9,429,004
9,428,625
9,428,819
9,428,815
9,429,021
9,428,950
9,428,847
9,428,749
9,428,978
9,428,767
9,428,933
9,428,799

[81,967, 85,287]
[81,967, 84,979]
[81,967, 85,286]
[81,967, 85,365]
[81,967, 85,348]
[81,967, 85,345]
[81,967, 85,232]
[81,967, 85,254]
[81,967, 85,320]
[81,967, 85,286]
[81,967, 85,036]
[81,967, 85,248]
[81,967, 85,076]
[81,967, 85,223]
[81,967, 85,337]

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Table 1.
Tours in solution attractor for 1000-node and 10,000-node TSP instances.
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and has a rigorous guarantee for finding all globally optimal solutions without
excessive computing burden, and (3) it should have a self-evident optimality
criterion.

In the ABSS, two different search phases have different search objectives. The
objective of the local search phase is “searching for most promising tours in the
solution space.” It tries to provide an answer to the question “In which small region
of the solution space is the best tour located?” The objective pursued by the
exhausted search phase is “finding the best tour among the most promising tours.”
It tries to provide an answer to the question “In this small region, which tour is the
best one?” Putting these two objectives together, the ABSS tries to provide an
answer to the question “Which tour is the best tour in the solution space?”
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exploitation. In the local search phase, K search trajectories explore the solution
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solution attractor. The K search trajectories create and maintain diversity from
beginning to the end. Randomization in the local search process makes the local
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statistically fixed. This fixed edge configuration is not sensitive to the selection of
K search trajectories. Convergence and stability are two desirable properties of the
solution attractor: all search trajectories will converge to the solution attractor and
remain there forever. The ability of K search trajectories to explore the entire
solution space and thus collect all globally superior edges and G-edges can help the
ABSS achieve its required function—finding all globally optimal tours.

The global convergence and deterministic property of the search trajectories
make the ABSS converge in solution, that is, the ABSS always find the same set of
the best tours. This argument was empirically confirmed in our experiments. For a
given TSP instance, we repeated the same search process on the same instance many
times, each time using a different set of K search trajectories, and the search system
always generates the same set of the best tours in all trials. Table 1 shows the result
of one experiment. This experiment generated two TSP instances Q1 and Q2 with
n1 ¼ 1000 and n2 ¼ 10000 nodes. The ABSS ran each instance 15 times, each time
using a different set of K ¼ 6n search trajectories. The ABSS found the same single
best tour in all 15 trials for Q1 and the same set of three best tours in all 15 trials for
Q2. The three best tours for Q2 have the same cost value but with different edge
configurations. It is clear that Q1 is a unimodal TSP instance and Q2 is a multimodal
instance having three optimal tours in its solution space. If any trial had generated a
different set of the best tours, we could immediately make a conclusion that the best
tours in the constructed solution attractor may not be the globally optimal tours.
From the experimental and practical perspective, the fact that the same set of the
best tours was detected in all trials provides a significant empirical evidence of the
optimality of these tours.
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the minimum properties of s ∗ in the solution attractor A to the whole solution space
S, that is, f s ∗ ∈Að Þ< f sð Þ for all s∈ S:

1. f s0ð Þ≤ f sð Þ for all s∈ S∩N s0ð Þ

2.A∋s0 for all s0 ∈ S

3. f s ∗ ∈Að Þ< f s0ð Þ for all s0 ∈A

4. min
s∈ S

f sð Þ ¼ min
s∈A

f sð Þ

5. lim
t!∞

f s ∗ð Þ ¼ s ∗

6. Conclusions

For the TSP, the computational complexity is associated with the combinatorial
explosion of potential solutions in the solution space. If we accept the argument that
the number of tours in the solution space indicates the difficulty of the TSP, then
the fact that the solution space can be significantly reduced to a small solution
attractor means that the difficulty of the TSP can be dramatically reduced. The
novel perspective of solution attractor in a local search system for the TSP gives us
an opportunity to overcome combinatorial complexity. The solution attractor shows
us where the best tour can be found in the solution space. If we concentrate the
exhausted search effort in this much smaller region, the number of possibilities in
search space is no longer prohibitive. Our experiments showed that the ABSS can
significantly reduce the computational complexity for the TSP and thus can solve
the TSP much efficiently with global optimality guarantee. The ABSS is an obvious
finite algorithm in computing complexity of O n2ð Þ and space requirement of O n2ð Þ
for the TSP. This suggests that the TSP might not be as complex as we might have
expected.

The edge matrix E is the data structure that is defined by the TSP naturally and is
used in the ABSS to separate the solution attractor from the entire solution space. In
the ABSS, the combination of an efficient local search process, a powerful data
structure (the matrix E), and an exhausted search process provides a highly effec-
tive and efficient search system. If some other NP-hard problems have the same
nice data structure that can be used to reduce the search space, these problems can
also be solved in polynomial time.

This chapter focuses on the solution attractor of the local search system for the
TSP. Does it appear to be technical archetypes for other combinatorial optimization
problems? Each optimization problem has its own specifics and data structure. In
order to fully understand the search process for a particular problem, we must put
our attention to the data structure that is defined by the problem. The combination
of a proper data structure and simple search strategy can make the highly complex
solution space become tractable and lead to more knowledge about the problem and
provide opportunities for new algorithmic designs.

The TSP is the most prominent problem in NP-hard problems. It is hoped that
this chapter will serve as a pioneer in this field and bring more and better works
from other researchers and practitioners. The ultimate goal of this chapter is to
encourage readers to take up their own pursuit of interesting problem-by-problem
methods for attacking diverse optimization problems.

42
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The solution attractor theory provides some important insights into the power of
efficient computations and a line of reasoning that may lead to a proof in the near
future about P vs. NP problem. The P vs. NP problem is an important computa-
tional issue in nearly every scientific discipline [18]. It is about how efficient we can
search through a huge number of possibilities. Computational complexity theory
suggests that there are limits of the power of general-purpose optimization tech-
niques. Majority of people are in favor of P 6¼ NP because we totally lack funda-
mental progress in the area of enumerative search [19]. What are these limits? If we
design a search algorithm that fully utilizes the natural structure of the problem,
like the edge matrix E of the TSP, we may be able to remove some constraint on
our road.
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Chapter 4

Accelerating DNA Computing via
PLP-qPCR Answer Read out to
Solve Traveling Salesman
Problems
Fusheng Xiong, Michael Kuby and Wayne D. Frasch

Abstract

An asymmetric, fully-connected 8-city traveling salesman problem (TSP) was
solved by DNA computing using the ordered node pair abundance (ONPA)
approach through the use of pair ligation probe quantitative real time polymerase
chain reaction (PLP-qPCR). The validity of using ONPA to derive the optimal
answer was confirmed by in silico computing using a reverse-engineering method to
reconstruct the complete tours in the feasible answer set from the measured ONPA.
The high specificity of the sequence-tagged hybridization, and ligation that results
from the use of PLPs significantly increased the accuracy of answer determination
in DNA computing. When combined with the high throughput efficiency of qPCR,
the time required to identify the optimal answer to the TSP was reduced from days
to 25 min.

Keywords: DNA computing, traveling salesman problem, ordered node pair
abundance, pair ligation probe-qPCR, PLP-qPCR

1. Introduction

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) computes the shortest route on the arcs
of a network that visits a given set of nodes (cities) before returning to the starting
point [1–6]. In many cases, in silico computers are incapable of quickly determining
an exact solution of these nondeterministic polynomial (NP) problems because a
linear increase in the number of variables leads to a factorial increase in the number
of potential solutions. Although advanced heuristic methods have increased the
ability of in silico computers to provide approximate answers to NP problems [7],
they lack the massive parallelism and data storage required to find exact solutions.
DNA computing, which uses the hybridization of DNA molecules as a means to
make computations [8–15], is particularly well-suited to solve computationally
intense NP problems such as the TSP because multiple sequences of DNA in a
solution can hybridize simultaneously, thereby performing massively parallel
computing.

Several technical limitations have prevented DNA computing from reaching
its full potential. Although the computation can occur within seconds, current
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Chapter 4

Accelerating DNA Computing via
PLP-qPCR Answer Read out to
Solve Traveling Salesman
Problems
Fusheng Xiong, Michael Kuby and Wayne D. Frasch

Abstract

An asymmetric, fully-connected 8-city traveling salesman problem (TSP) was
solved by DNA computing using the ordered node pair abundance (ONPA)
approach through the use of pair ligation probe quantitative real time polymerase
chain reaction (PLP-qPCR). The validity of using ONPA to derive the optimal
answer was confirmed by in silico computing using a reverse-engineering method to
reconstruct the complete tours in the feasible answer set from the measured ONPA.
The high specificity of the sequence-tagged hybridization, and ligation that results
from the use of PLPs significantly increased the accuracy of answer determination
in DNA computing. When combined with the high throughput efficiency of qPCR,
the time required to identify the optimal answer to the TSP was reduced from days
to 25 min.

Keywords: DNA computing, traveling salesman problem, ordered node pair
abundance, pair ligation probe-qPCR, PLP-qPCR

1. Introduction

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) computes the shortest route on the arcs
of a network that visits a given set of nodes (cities) before returning to the starting
point [1–6]. In many cases, in silico computers are incapable of quickly determining
an exact solution of these nondeterministic polynomial (NP) problems because a
linear increase in the number of variables leads to a factorial increase in the number
of potential solutions. Although advanced heuristic methods have increased the
ability of in silico computers to provide approximate answers to NP problems [7],
they lack the massive parallelism and data storage required to find exact solutions.
DNA computing, which uses the hybridization of DNA molecules as a means to
make computations [8–15], is particularly well-suited to solve computationally
intense NP problems such as the TSP because multiple sequences of DNA in a
solution can hybridize simultaneously, thereby performing massively parallel
computing.

Several technical limitations have prevented DNA computing from reaching
its full potential. Although the computation can occur within seconds, current
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applications of DNA computing are largely limited by time-consuming and
labor-intensive answer sorting and determination processes. For example, a gradi-
ent PCR procedure that involved a series of PCR reactions with a variety of primer
pair combinations was used to determine the solution to a 7-city directed
Hamiltonian circuit problem [8]. Other answer determination methods include
DNA sequencing [16], and denaturation temperature gradient-polymerase chain
reaction (DTG-PCR) associated with denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis
(DGGE) and/or temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE) [10, 17, 18].
Neither DNA sequencing nor DGDC/TGDC can be used to identify the optimal
answer to a TSP because the feasible answers represent both optimal and
suboptimal answers that differ only in the order in which the components were
ligated when the answers were formed, and are flanked by the sequences that
encode the start and end nodes. The dependence of the discriminatory powers of
DTG-PCR, DGGE, and TGGE on the diversity of oligonucleotide components,
especially the G and C content [19, 20] also limits their applicability for answer
determination of NP-complete problems.

Xiong et al. [12] developed the ordered node pair abundance (ONPA) approach
to identify the optimal answer of an asymmetric, fully-connected 15-city TSP, the
largest problem solved to date, using DNA computing. In that study, 20-mer DNA
sequences that specifically encoded the nodes and arcs in the network were added
to the reaction mixture in the presence of ligase. The sequence of each arc was
capable of linking two node sequences in a specific order via hybridization of the
last 10 bases of the prior node to the first 10 bases of the subsequent node. The
efficiency of each arc in the network was encoded as the concentration of DNA for
that arc using saturating concentrations of DNA for each node. Ligation of these
sequences then formed covalently linked ordered node pairs (ONPs) that assembled
into answer sequences representing tours through the network, such that the opti-
mal answer would be formed in greatest abundance.

The optimal answer to the 15-city TSP was identified by ONPA after infeasible
answer sequences were removed by electrophoresis and magnetic bead separation
[11, 12]. For each ONP examined by ONPA, probes were designed to hybridize to
the 30-end of the prior node and the 50-end of the subsequent node in the ordered
pair as well as a complementary pair for use in ligation chain reaction (LCR). Each
pair of probes was then subjected to the same number of LCR cycles in the presence
of an aliquot of answer sequences, and the relative abundance of LCR product was
quantified by PAGE band intensity. This was repeated for every possible combina-
tion of ONPs to identify the ones present in greatest abundance. Although this
provided a clear determination of the optimal answer, the accuracy and precision of
the computation were limited by the error inherent in determining DNA abundance
via bands in a PAGE gel and by the fact that LCR is an end-point assay. In addition,
the procedure required days to complete.

Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR), which uses an increase in fluorescent signal
to monitor increases of PCR amplicons, has proven to be a fast, precise and repro-
ducible method to rapidly quantify the relative abundance of many nucleic acid
sequences. This results in part because qPCR is not an end-point assay. Instead, the
cycle at which a positive signal is first consistently detectable, termed the cycle
threshold (Ct), is proportional to the initial content of a given template in the
sample. Higher initial target contents give rise to earlier detectable increases in
signal, resulting in lower Ct values. Simultaneous amplifications of multiple DNA
targets in a single reaction tube can be achieved by multiplex qPCR, which maxi-
mizes throughput and decreases the time required to collect information. Ibrahim
et al. [21] reported a qPCR approach to readout answers to a Hamiltonian path
problem. However, the protocol required multiple combinations of qPCR
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amplifications and was ultimately dependent upon the use of in silico information
processing to determine the answer.

Answer determination via a direct qPCR amplification of the entire length of
TSP answer sequences is impossible. This is due to the intra-molecular heterogene-
ity of answers sharing the same starting and the ending nodes, which are the same
limitations that eliminate the use of DTG-PCR. The application of qPCR for the
quantification of the short 20-mer sequences using ONPA for answer determination
of a TSP has also not been possible because standard PCR methodologies require
two DNA primers that flank the region of the DNA sequence to be amplified.
However, we developed a pair ligation probe (PLP)-dependent qPCR system (PLP-
qPCR) that is capable of rapidly quantifying the abundance of short DNA sequences
under the multiplex conditions [22]. Upon hybridization to its 20-mer target DNA,
the PLP becomes circularized by ligation. This allows the abundance of adjacent
short sequences in a DNA strand to be transformed into the copy number of
circularized PLP that can be amplified by qPCR.

We have now solved an asymmetric, fully-connected 8-city TSP by the ONPA
approach using PLP-qPCR without the need for in silico information processing. The
validity of using ONPA to derive the optimal answer was confirmed using a reverse-
engineering method to reconstruct the complete tours in the feasible answer set
from the measured ONPA. The high specificity of the sequence-tagged hybridiza-
tion and ligation that results from the use of PLPs significantly increased the accu-
racy of answer determination in DNA computing. When combined with the high
throughput efficiency of qPCR, the time required to identify the optimal answer to
the TSP was reduced from days to 25 min.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Oligonucleotide design and construction

Oligonucleotide sequences were designed using Primer Express Version 2 for
Windows (Applied Biosystems) and were synthesized by Invitrogen Inc. Nodes
labeled B through H were represented by synthetic 20-mer sequences of DNA
except for the starting and ending nodes (Astart and Aend) that were comprised of
30-mers (Table 1). Node sequences were chosen to minimize cross hybridization,
and nodes B through H had a GC content from 30% to 35% such that melting points
varied from 60.6 to 62.0 °C, while the Astart and Aend sequences contained GC
contents of 66% and 72%, respectively. None of the arc sequences were comple-
mentary to the first 15-mer sequence for the Astart and the last 15-mer sequence for
the Aend. Thus, incorporation of Astart or Aend into an answer sequence prevented
further extension of that end of the answer sequence. The start and end sequences
also served as primer sequences for downstream amplification by PCR, which
provided the capability to increase the amount of answer sequences. The longer
Astart and Aend sequences with higher GC content were important for downstream
PCR amplification with enhanced fidelity and improved efficiency for answer puri-
fication. Any two node sequences could be linked together by a 20-mer arc
sequence composed of two 10-mers that were complementary to the last and first
10 nucleotides in the sequences of the former and latter nodes, respectively
(Figure 1). Arcs were made to complement every combination of nodes with the
exception of the respective 50 and 30 ends of Astart and Aend. Oligo sequences
(Table 2) designed for the PLP-mediated qPCR assay followed the protocol of
Xiong and Frasch [23]. All oligonucleotides were purified by PAGE under denatur-
ing conditions [12].
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amplifications and was ultimately dependent upon the use of in silico information
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TSP answer sequences is impossible. This is due to the intra-molecular heterogene-
ity of answers sharing the same starting and the ending nodes, which are the same
limitations that eliminate the use of DTG-PCR. The application of qPCR for the
quantification of the short 20-mer sequences using ONPA for answer determination
of a TSP has also not been possible because standard PCR methodologies require
two DNA primers that flank the region of the DNA sequence to be amplified.
However, we developed a pair ligation probe (PLP)-dependent qPCR system (PLP-
qPCR) that is capable of rapidly quantifying the abundance of short DNA sequences
under the multiplex conditions [22]. Upon hybridization to its 20-mer target DNA,
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circularized PLP that can be amplified by qPCR.
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racy of answer determination in DNA computing. When combined with the high
throughput efficiency of qPCR, the time required to identify the optimal answer to
the TSP was reduced from days to 25 min.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Oligonucleotide design and construction

Oligonucleotide sequences were designed using Primer Express Version 2 for
Windows (Applied Biosystems) and were synthesized by Invitrogen Inc. Nodes
labeled B through H were represented by synthetic 20-mer sequences of DNA
except for the starting and ending nodes (Astart and Aend) that were comprised of
30-mers (Table 1). Node sequences were chosen to minimize cross hybridization,
and nodes B through H had a GC content from 30% to 35% such that melting points
varied from 60.6 to 62.0 °C, while the Astart and Aend sequences contained GC
contents of 66% and 72%, respectively. None of the arc sequences were comple-
mentary to the first 15-mer sequence for the Astart and the last 15-mer sequence for
the Aend. Thus, incorporation of Astart or Aend into an answer sequence prevented
further extension of that end of the answer sequence. The start and end sequences
also served as primer sequences for downstream amplification by PCR, which
provided the capability to increase the amount of answer sequences. The longer
Astart and Aend sequences with higher GC content were important for downstream
PCR amplification with enhanced fidelity and improved efficiency for answer puri-
fication. Any two node sequences could be linked together by a 20-mer arc
sequence composed of two 10-mers that were complementary to the last and first
10 nucleotides in the sequences of the former and latter nodes, respectively
(Figure 1). Arcs were made to complement every combination of nodes with the
exception of the respective 50 and 30 ends of Astart and Aend. Oligo sequences
(Table 2) designed for the PLP-mediated qPCR assay followed the protocol of
Xiong and Frasch [23]. All oligonucleotides were purified by PAGE under denatur-
ing conditions [12].
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2.2 Answer formation and purification

Hybridization was performed by heating the answer formation reaction medium
(AFRM) to 92°C for 4 min, followed by a programmed annealing process at a
cooling rate of 1°C per min to 8°C. The AFRM was composed of all relevant
oligonucleotides in T4 Ligase Buffer (Fermentas). Ligation was performed by incu-
bating at 8°C for �16 h after addition of 5 Weiss U of T4 ligase, 20 mM DTT, and
10 mM ATP to the AFRM.

Ligation products containing all answer sequences were separated by 6% dena-
turing PAGE containing 8 M urea and 15% formamide at 95 V for about 3 h. The gels
were visualized with UV light after staining with ethidium bromide (1 mg/ml) for
10 min. Fragment sizes were determined by comparison with mobility of a 20-bp
DNA ladder (Bayou BioLabs). The 190 bp band was excised from the gel that
contained sequences consistent in length to those of feasible answers (i.e.
containing one copy of each node sequence starting and ending with Astart and
Aend). These sequences were amplified by PCR using PCR primers for Astart and

Node Length Sequencea GC (%) TM (°C)

AS
e 30 TCTGCGGGCGGACAGACATGGTTAGCGGCCb,c 66 70.0

B 20 TTTACGTCTACCATATCTATd 30 61.2

C 20 ATAGCAACACTACATATGTC 35 61.6

D 20 TCGACTAATTCGTACTTATA 30 61.6

E 20 CCTGATACAAGTACTAAGTA 35 61.6

F 20 GCGTAAGGATATTTATACAA 30 61.6

G 20 GTTTGTTTAGTCCATCATTA 30 61.7

H 20 AGCATTATTTCTTCCAAATA 25 61.7

AE
e 30 CTACTGCCGCCGCCGGGTAGACGGCTCGGA 72 72.0

aAll sequences read in the 50 to 30 direction.
bBlue sequences can hybridize to the 30-ends of arc sequences.
cGreen sequences are unable to hybridize to arc sequences but serve as primer sequences for PCR.
dBlack sequences can hybridize to the 50-ends of arc sequences.
eAS is the sequence for node Astart; the AE is the sequence for the node Aend.

Table 1.
Node sequences used in the calculation.

Figure 1.
Graphical representation of the 8-city TSP solved by DNA computing. The optimal tour through the network
visits the nodes in alphabetical order. All other tours include arcs that are 100-fold less efficient, and cross at a
common point.
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Aend, and subject to sequential magnetic affinity purification steps as reported by
Spetzler et al. [11, 12] to purify feasible answers.

2.3 Preparation of target-specific pair ligation probes

Each PLP consisted of one 55-mer core and two 10-mer target-specific sequences
that comprised the 50 and 30 arms located at ends of the core (Table 2). The core
sequence contained the forward (Pf 19-mer) and reverse (Pr 21-mer) PCR primer-
binding sequences, and a qPCR reporter-identifying sequence known as a TaqMan
spacer for use with the TaqMan-MGB® (Applied Biosystems) NED reporter dye
(λmax = 580 nm). The PLPs specific for each ONP in the answer sequences were
made from core and arm components by ligation as per Xiong and Frasch [23].

2.4 Circularization of the PLP and the qPCR assay

Aliquots of the purified answer sequences containing �2 pmol DNA were dena-
tured and annealed with 20 pM of linear PLP. The hybridized PLPs were circular-
ized by ligation at 10°C overnight. The ligation reaction mixture contained 2 μl of
10� ligation buffer (Fermentas), 50 mM DTT, and 5Weiss U of T4 DNA ligase, in a
final volume of 20 μl. After ligation, 2 μl of ligation product was added to 18 μl of the
exonuclease mixture that contained 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 9.0, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mg
per ml of BSA, 10 U Exonuclease I and 10 U Exonuclease III to remove any
remaining linear PLPs. The samples were incubated at 37°C for 2 h followed by
inactivation at 65°C for 20 min.

Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) assays were performed in a 96-well, closed
plate using the AB 7500 Fast RT-PCR System (Applied Biosystems). In a typical
qPCR assay, 20 μl of qPCR reaction mixture that contained 10 μl of 2� TaqMan®

Fast universal PCR Master Mix including the ROX fluorescent reporter as a passive
reference, 900 nM of each of the Pf and Pr primers, 0.25 μM of the NED

DNA sequence

qPCR reporter-identifying sequences

NED-TAqMan® spacer CGCGGATGTCGGTCAGCCGAGTCTACCCAGCGCGCCACTATCGCCATCAGGCAGC

TaqMan-MGB® reporter

NED NED-TCGCCATCAGGCAGC-MGBNFQ

Pair ligation arms for node recognition

50-B0 ATAGATATGG

50-D0 TATAAGTACG

50-F0 TTGTATAAAT

30-C″ GTGTTGCTAT

30-E″ TTGTATCAGG

30-G″ CTAAACAAAC

qPCR primers

Pr TAGACTCGGCTTGACCGACATCCGCG

Pf TCTACCCAGCGCGCCAC

Table 2.
Oligonucleotide sequences for the 50 and 30 arms of the pair ligation probes, the forward (Pf) and reverse (Pr)
primers, and the TaqMan reporters used for PLP-qPCR.
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Aend, and subject to sequential magnetic affinity purification steps as reported by
Spetzler et al. [11, 12] to purify feasible answers.

2.3 Preparation of target-specific pair ligation probes

Each PLP consisted of one 55-mer core and two 10-mer target-specific sequences
that comprised the 50 and 30 arms located at ends of the core (Table 2). The core
sequence contained the forward (Pf 19-mer) and reverse (Pr 21-mer) PCR primer-
binding sequences, and a qPCR reporter-identifying sequence known as a TaqMan
spacer for use with the TaqMan-MGB® (Applied Biosystems) NED reporter dye
(λmax = 580 nm). The PLPs specific for each ONP in the answer sequences were
made from core and arm components by ligation as per Xiong and Frasch [23].

2.4 Circularization of the PLP and the qPCR assay

Aliquots of the purified answer sequences containing �2 pmol DNA were dena-
tured and annealed with 20 pM of linear PLP. The hybridized PLPs were circular-
ized by ligation at 10°C overnight. The ligation reaction mixture contained 2 μl of
10� ligation buffer (Fermentas), 50 mM DTT, and 5Weiss U of T4 DNA ligase, in a
final volume of 20 μl. After ligation, 2 μl of ligation product was added to 18 μl of the
exonuclease mixture that contained 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 9.0, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mg
per ml of BSA, 10 U Exonuclease I and 10 U Exonuclease III to remove any
remaining linear PLPs. The samples were incubated at 37°C for 2 h followed by
inactivation at 65°C for 20 min.

Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) assays were performed in a 96-well, closed
plate using the AB 7500 Fast RT-PCR System (Applied Biosystems). In a typical
qPCR assay, 20 μl of qPCR reaction mixture that contained 10 μl of 2� TaqMan®

Fast universal PCR Master Mix including the ROX fluorescent reporter as a passive
reference, 900 nM of each of the Pf and Pr primers, 0.25 μM of the NED

DNA sequence

qPCR reporter-identifying sequences

NED-TAqMan® spacer CGCGGATGTCGGTCAGCCGAGTCTACCCAGCGCGCCACTATCGCCATCAGGCAGC

TaqMan-MGB® reporter

NED NED-TCGCCATCAGGCAGC-MGBNFQ

Pair ligation arms for node recognition

50-B0 ATAGATATGG

50-D0 TATAAGTACG

50-F0 TTGTATAAAT

30-C″ GTGTTGCTAT

30-E″ TTGTATCAGG

30-G″ CTAAACAAAC

qPCR primers

Pr TAGACTCGGCTTGACCGACATCCGCG

Pf TCTACCCAGCGCGCCAC

Table 2.
Oligonucleotide sequences for the 50 and 30 arms of the pair ligation probes, the forward (Pf) and reverse (Pr)
primers, and the TaqMan reporters used for PLP-qPCR.
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TaqMan-MGB® reporter, and �2 ng of the circularized PLP were used to determine
the abundance of each ordered node pair. Thermal cycling profiles for qPCR included
heating at 95°C for 20s followed by 45 cycles with 95°C for 3s and 60°C for 30s.

During the PLP-qPCR assay, DNA amplification was monitored by quantitatively
analyzing fluorescence emissions using an ABI prism sequence detector. The inten-
sity of the NED reporter dye was measured against the ROX internal reference dye
signal to normalize for non-PCR-related fluorescence fluctuations that occurred
from well to well. The threshold cycle (Ct) represented the refraction cycle number
at which a positive amplification reaction was measured and was set at 10 times the
standard deviation of the mean baseline emission calculated from PCR cycle 5–15.

2.5 Linear programming (LP) model of tour frequency from ONPA data

The model is based on LP approaches to data fitting [24–27], and solves for the
tour frequencies Xt that best fit the observed ONPA Fij.

Minimize
X8
i¼1

X8
j¼1

dþij þ d�ij
� �

(1)

Subject to :
X5040
t¼1

htijXt þ dþij � d�ij ¼ Fij for all i, j (2)

Xt, d
þ
ij , d

�
ij ≥0 for all t, i, j (3)

where dþij = positive deviation from observed frequency of arc ij; d�ij = negative
deviation from observed frequency of arc ij; Xt = estimated frequency of tour t;
htij = 1, if tour t contains ONP ij; 0 otherwise; Fij = observed frequency of arc ij.

The number of possible tours t that begin and end with node A, and visit each
node only once is P7

7 = 7! = 5,040. Since the number of DNA molecules of tour t that
were made by the DNA computer were not explicitly measured, one Xt variable is
generated for each tour t, representing how many DNA molecules of tour t were
likely to have been made, given the ONPA. The goal was to solve for the best-fitting
values of Xt. Constraints 2 are written once for each ONP ij. The first expression on
the left-hand side of the constraint,

P5040
t¼1 htijXt, sums all occurrences of arc ijwithin

all tours t. Constraints 2 then add a positive deviation or error (dþij ) and subtract a
negative deviation (d�ij ) to the left-hand side and equate it to the observed ONPA Fij.
Thus, if there is no set of Xt values that can perfectly reproduce the observed ONPA,
the deviation variables are forced to take up any slack or surplus. The objective
function 1 minimizes the sum of the deviations so as to find the best-fitting tour
frequencies Xt for the observed ONPA Fij. The deviations are separated into positive
and negative components because linear programming cannot handle absolute
values explicitly. The deviation variables, like the tour frequency variables, are
constrained by 3 to be non-negative. If the deviation variables were permitted to be
either positive or negative, minimizing their sum would not provide a good fit
because the objective would reward large negative deviations pushed toward �∞.

3. Results

The computation to find the optimal solution to an asymmetric, fully-connected
8-city TSP was defined by the distance matrix in Table 3. The problem was
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designed such that the alphabetical order of the nodes was the optimal tour
(Figures 1 and 2d). To accomplish this, the distances were translated into concen-
trations (1:1 pmol) of the arc sequences that connect the nodes in inverse proportion
to the distances (Table 3). These sequences were then hybridized with an excess of
all node sequences and ligated to form answer strands as summarized in Figure 2.
Node and arc sequences were asymmetric in design so that two node sequences
could become ligated in an order-specific manner to form an ordered node pair
(ONP). For example, to compute the formation of the BC-ONP, the last (30) and
first (50) halves of the sequences for nodes B and C hybridize to the first (30) and last
(50) halves of the BC arc oligonucleotide, respectively, which then permits ligase to
link them covalently.

Given that the concentration of arcs along the upper diagonal of the efficiency
matrix was 100-fold that of the other arcs, strands containing node sequences in
alphabetical order were anticipated to be produced in highest abundance. A com-
parable result was obtained previously using a similar approach to solve an asym-
metric, fully-connected 15-city TSP [10]. Consequently, this computational method
could be reliably used to examine the efficacy of PLP-qPCR in the answer determi-
nation step of a DNA computation.

A tour of the nodes was feasible, whether it was optimal or suboptimal, only if it
contained one copy of each node sequence flanked by the Astart and Aend sequences
(Figure 2d–f). Figure 3 shows a stepwise summary of the procedure used to make
the calculation. The PAGE profile of answer sequences at various stages of purifi-
cation is shown in Figure 4. Selective amplification of answer sequences flanked by
Astart and Aend (Lane 1) was achieved by PCR using primers specific for those
sequences (Figure 2a–f). This PCR product (Lane 2) included the 190-mer band
that was the size required for feasible answers (Figure 2c–f), which was then
subjected to sequential magnetic bead affinity purification for every node sequence.
This insured that all sequences used for answer analysis contained one and only
one copy of each node sequence, and thus represented Hamiltonian circuits through
the network. The purified sample composed only of answer DNA sequences for
feasible tours (i.e. Figure 2d–f) appeared as a single 190-mer band (Lane 3) that
was used to determine the optimal answer to the computation.

Prior Subsequent node

Node AS B C D E F G H AE

AS *a (0)b 1c (100)b 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)

B * (0) * (0) 1 (100) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)

C * (0) 100 (1) * (0) 1 (100) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)

D * (0) 100 (1) 100 (1) * (0) 1 (100) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)

E * (0) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) * (0) 1 (100) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1)

F * (0) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) * (0) 1 (100) 100 (1) 100 (1)

G * (0) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) * (0) 1 (100) 100 (1)

H * (0) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) 100 (1) * (0) 1 (100)

AE * (0) * (0) * (0) * (0) * (0) * (0) * (0) * (0) * (0)
aArc does not exist.
bpmoles of arc molecules input into a final volume of 56 μl are shown in parentheses.
cDistances.

Table 3.
Arc distance and corresponding concentration matrices used to make the computation.
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Minimize
X8
i¼1

X8
j¼1

dþij þ d�ij
� �

(1)

Subject to :
X5040
t¼1

htijXt þ dþij � d�ij ¼ Fij for all i, j (2)

Xt, d
þ
ij , d

�
ij ≥0 for all t, i, j (3)

where dþij = positive deviation from observed frequency of arc ij; d�ij = negative
deviation from observed frequency of arc ij; Xt = estimated frequency of tour t;
htij = 1, if tour t contains ONP ij; 0 otherwise; Fij = observed frequency of arc ij.
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P5040
t¼1 htijXt, sums all occurrences of arc ijwithin
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values explicitly. The deviation variables, like the tour frequency variables, are
constrained by 3 to be non-negative. If the deviation variables were permitted to be
either positive or negative, minimizing their sum would not provide a good fit
because the objective would reward large negative deviations pushed toward �∞.

3. Results

The computation to find the optimal solution to an asymmetric, fully-connected
8-city TSP was defined by the distance matrix in Table 3. The problem was
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designed such that the alphabetical order of the nodes was the optimal tour
(Figures 1 and 2d). To accomplish this, the distances were translated into concen-
trations (1:1 pmol) of the arc sequences that connect the nodes in inverse proportion
to the distances (Table 3). These sequences were then hybridized with an excess of
all node sequences and ligated to form answer strands as summarized in Figure 2.
Node and arc sequences were asymmetric in design so that two node sequences
could become ligated in an order-specific manner to form an ordered node pair
(ONP). For example, to compute the formation of the BC-ONP, the last (30) and
first (50) halves of the sequences for nodes B and C hybridize to the first (30) and last
(50) halves of the BC arc oligonucleotide, respectively, which then permits ligase to
link them covalently.

Given that the concentration of arcs along the upper diagonal of the efficiency
matrix was 100-fold that of the other arcs, strands containing node sequences in
alphabetical order were anticipated to be produced in highest abundance. A com-
parable result was obtained previously using a similar approach to solve an asym-
metric, fully-connected 15-city TSP [10]. Consequently, this computational method
could be reliably used to examine the efficacy of PLP-qPCR in the answer determi-
nation step of a DNA computation.

A tour of the nodes was feasible, whether it was optimal or suboptimal, only if it
contained one copy of each node sequence flanked by the Astart and Aend sequences
(Figure 2d–f). Figure 3 shows a stepwise summary of the procedure used to make
the calculation. The PAGE profile of answer sequences at various stages of purifi-
cation is shown in Figure 4. Selective amplification of answer sequences flanked by
Astart and Aend (Lane 1) was achieved by PCR using primers specific for those
sequences (Figure 2a–f). This PCR product (Lane 2) included the 190-mer band
that was the size required for feasible answers (Figure 2c–f), which was then
subjected to sequential magnetic bead affinity purification for every node sequence.
This insured that all sequences used for answer analysis contained one and only
one copy of each node sequence, and thus represented Hamiltonian circuits through
the network. The purified sample composed only of answer DNA sequences for
feasible tours (i.e. Figure 2d–f) appeared as a single 190-mer band (Lane 3) that
was used to determine the optimal answer to the computation.
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aArc does not exist.
bpmoles of arc molecules input into a final volume of 56 μl are shown in parentheses.
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Arc distance and corresponding concentration matrices used to make the computation.
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To identify the optimal answer, the feasible answers (Figure 4, Lane 3) were
analyzed by the ONPA approach. This was accomplished using PLP-qPCR with the
56 PLPs that were specific to each of the possible ONPs. Each PLP was added to an
aliquot of the solution containing the answer set to prepare it for PLP-qPCR. Prep-
aration included the steps summarized in Figure 5 for the BC-PLP that was used to
detect the ONP in which the sequence encoding node B immediately precedes that
of node C in a tour. For the BC-ONP, the 50-arm of the PLP complementary to the
last 10 bases of sequence B (designated B0), and the 30-arm (designated C″) that
were complementary to the first 10 bases of sequence C were created [23]. The
hybridized PLP was circularized by ligase, after which the PLP was denatured from
the target strand and exonuclease was added to eliminate any DNA that had not
been circularized. Because the amount of circulated PLP was quantitatively related
to the initial content of a target, the target content used in the determination was
transformed into the copy number of the circularized PLPs. The presence of a qPCR
reporter-identification sequence, and PCR primers in the PLP enabled the use of
qPCR to measure the copy number.

Figure 6 shows the PLP-qPCR fluorescence amplification plots as a function of
cycle number that determines the amount of each possible ONP in the answer
sequences of the 8-city TSP. The ONPA was determined in groups according to the

Figure 2.
Protocol used to compute the 8-city TSP. Answers were formed by the addition of saturating amounts of all
nodes and limiting amounts of arcs in inverse proportion to their respective distance. Upon hybridization, nodes
and arcs were ligated to form answers. The ligation was accomplished in two stages to increase the probability of
forming feasible answers that contained a single copy of each node flanked by the start and end sequences.
Infeasible answers were removed by PAGE and by magnetic affinity purification as described in Section 2.
Examples of infeasible answer sequences formed include those that are: (a) too short because they lack one or
more nodes; (b) too long because they contain multiple copies of nodes; and (c) the correct length but lack at
least one node. Feasible answers were subjected to PLP-qPCR for ONPA. Examples of feasible sequences include:
(d) the optimal answer sequence with the nodes in alphabetical order; (e) a suboptimal sequence that contains
a minimum substitution of 3 arcs from the optimal (see Table 5, normalized data row 2), and (f) an even less
optimal sequence in which 4 arcs have been substituted from those found in the optimal answer (see Table 5,
normalized data row 3).
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prior node in the ONP such that the relative abundance of any of the ONPs in that
group could be compared directly. In each case, it is evident that the first sample in
which fluorescence amplification consistently increased above the threshold
corresponded to that ONP where the nodes appeared in alphabetical order (i.e. AB,
BC, etc.). Thus, it was possible to determine the optimal answer to the 8-city TSP
using PLP-qPCR by simple inspection of the raw data. Due to the quantitative
nature of qPCR, the Ct values measured from the data in Figure 3 were used to
calculate the copy number of each ONP (Table 4). The results are organized so that
each row and column define the prior and subsequent nodes of each ONP. Since
these measurements were made in groups corresponding to each row, comparisons
of the ONPA between rows were achieved by determining the fractional ONPA
after normalizing the ONPA present in each row in highest abundance (data in
parentheses). The average copy number for suboptimal ONPs was 0.35% of the
optimal ONP in each row. However, the suboptimal ONPs were not present in equal
abundance. Seven of the suboptimal ONPs were present in amounts that were
below the limit of detection. However, the ability to detect these low abundance
ONPs was not needed to obtain the optimal answer to the problem solved here.
Some of the suboptimal ONPs were formed in much higher abundance than the
average. Figure 7A shows the number of suboptimal ONPs from Table 4 as a
percentage of the preceding node in the pair. The fraction of suboptimal ONPs was
significantly larger in rows C, D, E and F in Table 4. This was due to a relatively
small number of specific alternate ONPs that included CE (0.2%), DA (0.2%), EC
(0.47%), FD (0.5%), and FE (0.47%).

Figure 3.
Graphical representation of the process to make, and purify DNA sequences that represent correct answers, and
the use of PLP sequences for ordered node pair analysis to identify the optimal tour. Details of the methods are
described in Section 2.
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the target strand and exonuclease was added to eliminate any DNA that had not
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transformed into the copy number of the circularized PLPs. The presence of a qPCR
reporter-identification sequence, and PCR primers in the PLP enabled the use of
qPCR to measure the copy number.
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cycle number that determines the amount of each possible ONP in the answer
sequences of the 8-city TSP. The ONPA was determined in groups according to the
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Infeasible answers were removed by PAGE and by magnetic affinity purification as described in Section 2.
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more nodes; (b) too long because they contain multiple copies of nodes; and (c) the correct length but lack at
least one node. Feasible answers were subjected to PLP-qPCR for ONPA. Examples of feasible sequences include:
(d) the optimal answer sequence with the nodes in alphabetical order; (e) a suboptimal sequence that contains
a minimum substitution of 3 arcs from the optimal (see Table 5, normalized data row 2), and (f) an even less
optimal sequence in which 4 arcs have been substituted from those found in the optimal answer (see Table 5,
normalized data row 3).
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prior node in the ONP such that the relative abundance of any of the ONPs in that
group could be compared directly. In each case, it is evident that the first sample in
which fluorescence amplification consistently increased above the threshold
corresponded to that ONP where the nodes appeared in alphabetical order (i.e. AB,
BC, etc.). Thus, it was possible to determine the optimal answer to the 8-city TSP
using PLP-qPCR by simple inspection of the raw data. Due to the quantitative
nature of qPCR, the Ct values measured from the data in Figure 3 were used to
calculate the copy number of each ONP (Table 4). The results are organized so that
each row and column define the prior and subsequent nodes of each ONP. Since
these measurements were made in groups corresponding to each row, comparisons
of the ONPA between rows were achieved by determining the fractional ONPA
after normalizing the ONPA present in each row in highest abundance (data in
parentheses). The average copy number for suboptimal ONPs was 0.35% of the
optimal ONP in each row. However, the suboptimal ONPs were not present in equal
abundance. Seven of the suboptimal ONPs were present in amounts that were
below the limit of detection. However, the ability to detect these low abundance
ONPs was not needed to obtain the optimal answer to the problem solved here.
Some of the suboptimal ONPs were formed in much higher abundance than the
average. Figure 7A shows the number of suboptimal ONPs from Table 4 as a
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To test the validity of using ONPA to identify the optimal answer of a TSP, a
linear programming (LP) model containing 5168 variables and 64 constraints was
developed to “reverse engineer” the frequency of the feasible tours formed by DNA
computing that would most closely match the individual ONP frequencies found in
Table 4 when broken down into their constituent ONPs. Since the data for each
row in Table 4 were obtained independently from the others, the model 1–3 was
solved by inputting either the normalized and absolute ONP frequencies in Table 4
as the Fij parameters. In the normalized model, the Fij were converted into percent-
ages of each row total, whereas in the absolute model, the Fij values were the total
number of molecules detected (see Table 5 footnotes a and b).

For the normalized model, the largest individual deviation is for the FG-ONP.
The observed abundance FFG was 0.98791. In the optimal solution, summed over all
reverse-engineered tours (

P5040
t¼1 htFGXt), arc FG was part of 0.99215 of the tours

formed. Therefore, the FG-ONP would have a negative deviation d�FG = 0.00425 and
a positive deviation dþFG = 0. Many sets of positive and negative deviations exist that
could equalize this constraint. However, the set that contributes the smallest amount
to the objective results from the case in which one or both of the positive and
negative deviations are zero, because the objective function adds both positive and
negative deviations. In addition, there exist many possible solutions with Xt values
such that

P5040
t¼1 htFGXt = FFG = 0.98791 exactly, but none of them were optimal

because it would have increased the deviations for other ONPs. The same set of Xt

values appeared in all 64 constraints and, while there is no set of Xt values that can
satisfy all 64 instances of constraint 2 perfectly with no deviations, the model was
designed to minimize the sum of the deviations for all ONPs simultaneously.

Figure 4.
Profiles of DNA computing products by super denaturing PAGE following amplification by PCR using primers
specific to AS and AE. 1: Initial product of hybridization/ligation from the answer formation process. Black
arrow indicates the 190-mer band that was excised for subsequent purification. 2: Purified 190-mer band
excised from Lane 1. 3: Feasible answer sequences following sequential magnetic affinity purification to insure
the presence of every node sequence. M: Molecular size reference using a 20-mer DNA ladder where the 100-mer
was the brightest band (red arrow).
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When the normalized ONPA data from Table 4 were input, 99.01% of feasible
tours formed by the DNA computer are estimated to have been the optimal tour
ABCDEFGHA. Given the relative proportions of the ONPs formed, no other tour
is likely to have comprised more than 0.38% of the tours formed (Table 5), which
was the percentage for the second-most frequently formed tour in the reverse-
engineering model (ASBFECDGHAE). Of the 5040 possible tours in the LP model,
the optimal reverse-engineered set of tours had only 30 tours with a non-zero
frequency. The objective function value in the model of the normalized data (the
sum of the positive and negative deviations over all 64 ordered node pairs) was
0.02997.

Using the absolutemolecule frequencies as the Fij values, the LP model estimated
that 339,742 molecules, or 99.13% of all feasible tour molecules, were the optimal
answer. The next most frequently produced tour by the DNA computer was esti-
mated to have formed only 1259 molecules (Table 5). As expected, the error levels
increased dramatically when the model was used to reverse-engineer the tours
formed from the absolute molecule frequency. This occurred because the row sums
of molecules in Table 4 were determined in separate qPCR measurements without
controlling for the absolute amount of answer sequences used in the samples
between rows. Had this been held constant during the measurement, the total

Figure 5.
Use of pair ligation probes (PLPs) to quantify the abundance of the nucleotide sequence encoding the BC ordered
node pair (BC-ONP) where node B precedes node C. (1) The PLP hybridizes to 20 consecutive bases of the BC
target sequence. (2) T4 ligase circularizes the hybridized PLP. (3) Circularized PLP is denatured from target,
and Exonuclease I eliminated any nucleic acid not circularized. (4) qPCR quantifies PLP abundance upon
addition of the TaqMan-MGB® reporter, PCR primers and nucleotides.
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To test the validity of using ONPA to identify the optimal answer of a TSP, a
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such that
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values appeared in all 64 constraints and, while there is no set of Xt values that can
satisfy all 64 instances of constraint 2 perfectly with no deviations, the model was
designed to minimize the sum of the deviations for all ONPs simultaneously.
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Profiles of DNA computing products by super denaturing PAGE following amplification by PCR using primers
specific to AS and AE. 1: Initial product of hybridization/ligation from the answer formation process. Black
arrow indicates the 190-mer band that was excised for subsequent purification. 2: Purified 190-mer band
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When the normalized ONPA data from Table 4 were input, 99.01% of feasible
tours formed by the DNA computer are estimated to have been the optimal tour
ABCDEFGHA. Given the relative proportions of the ONPs formed, no other tour
is likely to have comprised more than 0.38% of the tours formed (Table 5), which
was the percentage for the second-most frequently formed tour in the reverse-
engineering model (ASBFECDGHAE). Of the 5040 possible tours in the LP model,
the optimal reverse-engineered set of tours had only 30 tours with a non-zero
frequency. The objective function value in the model of the normalized data (the
sum of the positive and negative deviations over all 64 ordered node pairs) was
0.02997.

Using the absolutemolecule frequencies as the Fij values, the LP model estimated
that 339,742 molecules, or 99.13% of all feasible tour molecules, were the optimal
answer. The next most frequently produced tour by the DNA computer was esti-
mated to have formed only 1259 molecules (Table 5). As expected, the error levels
increased dramatically when the model was used to reverse-engineer the tours
formed from the absolute molecule frequency. This occurred because the row sums
of molecules in Table 4 were determined in separate qPCR measurements without
controlling for the absolute amount of answer sequences used in the samples
between rows. Had this been held constant during the measurement, the total

Figure 5.
Use of pair ligation probes (PLPs) to quantify the abundance of the nucleotide sequence encoding the BC ordered
node pair (BC-ONP) where node B precedes node C. (1) The PLP hybridizes to 20 consecutive bases of the BC
target sequence. (2) T4 ligase circularizes the hybridized PLP. (3) Circularized PLP is denatured from target,
and Exonuclease I eliminated any nucleic acid not circularized. (4) qPCR quantifies PLP abundance upon
addition of the TaqMan-MGB® reporter, PCR primers and nucleotides.
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number of molecules in each row of Table 4 should be the same because each
feasible answer contains one copy of each node sequence. The total deviations
summed to 9,057,230, which represents 81.57% of the total ΣiΣj Fij, compared with
only 0.37% for the normalized model. It is noteworthy that, in the model based on
the absolute data, the five ONPs with the greatest deviations from the observed
frequencies (HAE, ASB, GH, BC, CD) were all part of the optimal tour, whereas only
two such ONPs were among the top five deviations (FG, BF, DG, BC, and FD)
when matching to the normalized ONPA. Despite the fact that the deviations
derived from the absolute ONPs were much higher, the DNA computation still
returned the optimal tour over 99% of the time.

A fully connected 8-city TSP was solved by the ordered node pair abundance
(ONPA) approach through the use of a pair ligation probe quantitative real time

Figure 6.
Abundance of ONPs in the feasible answer sequences determined by PLP-qPCR. A separate PLP was designed to
detect the amount of each of the 56 possible ONPs (ASB, ASC, etc.). Each PLP contained a qPCR reporter
identification sequence for use in fluorescence detection with the TaqMan-MGB® reporter for NED. Plots of
fluorescence intensity as a function of PCR cycle number are grouped by the preceding node in the ONP. Each of
these groups was run as single-plex assays on a 96-well plate using aliquots from a common solution of answer
sequences so that the assays within each group are comparable. The latter node in the ONP is indicated as
B (●), C (■), D (○), E (▽), F (▲), G (△), H (□), and AE (▼).
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polymerase chain reaction (PLP-qPCR) system. The high specificity of the
sequence-tagged hybridization and ligation that results from the use of PLPs signif-
icantly increased the accuracy of answer determination in DNA computing. When
combined with the high throughput efficiency of qPCR, the time required to iden-
tify the optimal answer to the TSP was reduced from days to 25 min.

The reverse-engineering LP model provides additional evidence that the DNA
computer can distinguish the quality of solutions to the TSP. Although the problem
was set up artificially to have a single solution that was far better than any other
possible solution, the reverse-engineering LP model confirms that the optimal solu-
tion was produced in far greater abundance than any other answer, and among the
suboptimal solutions, those with greater optimality were generally produced in
greater abundance than those that were less optimal.

Examination of the less frequently produced tours provides a measure of the
sensitivity of DNA computer to the abundance of the arc sequence molecules
initially input to carry out the computation. To make any change to the optimal tour
ASBCDEFGHAE, at least three ONPs in the tour must be different. For example, the
tour with penultimate optimality (Figure 2e) must have 3 ONPs that are different

Prior node Subsequent node

B C D E F G H AE

AS 1.4 � 106a 10 3.5 2.9 0.019 0.19 1.4 *

B * 4.8 � 105 0.49 6 10 9 4.9 21

C 0.04 * 2.2 � 105 420 0.18 6.4 22 0

D 28.5 190 * 3.5 � 105 395 320 48.5 750

E 640 1600 380 * 3.4 � 105 87 1.5 0

F 1.5 0 1800 1600 * 3.4 � 105 380 380

G 0.87 0.057 0 47 0 * 1.2 � 105 31

H 0.4 22 1.6 0 47 0.34 * 7.9 � 106

aAll values are in 1000s of molecules.

Table 4.
ONPA in the set of feasible answers from the 8-city TSP determined by PLP-qPCR.

Figure 7.
(A) Dominant suboptimal ONPs present in the answer sequences. The subsequent node in the ONP is indicated
in each bar, and the sum of all other suboptimal ONPs in a given row from Table 5 is indicated in yellow. (B)
Combined probability of tours reverse engineered by the LP Model as a function of the Number of Suboptimal
ONPs. The combined probability is the sum of the probabilities of all tours containing a given number of
suboptimal ONPs generated from the normalized (●) and absolute data (□ of Table 5). The optimal tour did
not contain suboptimal ONPs. From 1 to 9 tours were reverse engineered for each number of suboptimal ONPs
shown.
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number of molecules in each row of Table 4 should be the same because each
feasible answer contains one copy of each node sequence. The total deviations
summed to 9,057,230, which represents 81.57% of the total ΣiΣj Fij, compared with
only 0.37% for the normalized model. It is noteworthy that, in the model based on
the absolute data, the five ONPs with the greatest deviations from the observed
frequencies (HAE, ASB, GH, BC, CD) were all part of the optimal tour, whereas only
two such ONPs were among the top five deviations (FG, BF, DG, BC, and FD)
when matching to the normalized ONPA. Despite the fact that the deviations
derived from the absolute ONPs were much higher, the DNA computation still
returned the optimal tour over 99% of the time.

A fully connected 8-city TSP was solved by the ordered node pair abundance
(ONPA) approach through the use of a pair ligation probe quantitative real time

Figure 6.
Abundance of ONPs in the feasible answer sequences determined by PLP-qPCR. A separate PLP was designed to
detect the amount of each of the 56 possible ONPs (ASB, ASC, etc.). Each PLP contained a qPCR reporter
identification sequence for use in fluorescence detection with the TaqMan-MGB® reporter for NED. Plots of
fluorescence intensity as a function of PCR cycle number are grouped by the preceding node in the ONP. Each of
these groups was run as single-plex assays on a 96-well plate using aliquots from a common solution of answer
sequences so that the assays within each group are comparable. The latter node in the ONP is indicated as
B (●), C (■), D (○), E (▽), F (▲), G (△), H (□), and AE (▼).
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from the optimal (Figure 2d), while tours containing 4 different predominant
ONPs (Figure 2f) would be even less optimal, and so forth. As shown in Table 5,
among the 2nd-5th most frequently produced tours for models predicted from both
the absolute and normalized data, all but one exhibit either three or four ONP
changes from the optimal tour. When the probabilities of the tours were summed
over all tours with a given number of suboptimal ONPs, the frequency of tours
formed with more suboptimal ONPs exponentially declined as a function of an
increase in the number of suboptimal ONPs incorporated (Figure 7B). Thus, not
only did the DNA computer generate the optimal answer far more frequently, but
other answers were generated in amounts that were inversely proportional to their
objective function value.

Even though the data of Table 4 were obtained in separate sets grouped
according to each row without controlling for the abundance of molecules between
rows (absolute data), the computation returned the correct answer, demonstrating
the robustness of this approach. Several ONPs were not detected as products of the
computation (e.g. FB). However, this does not imply that no molecules of these
ONPs were formed. Although the amounts of these ONPs were below the level of
detection, this did not alter the determination of the optimal answer to this problem
because the efficiency of the tour that gave rise to the optimal answer was so much
greater than any other tour. Identification of the optimal answers to some less
obvious problems may require a more sensitive discrimination of ONPA. Under
these circumstances, to quantify smaller amounts of ONPs or to discriminate
between smaller differences in abundance of two specific ONPs, the PLP-qPCR can
be repeated using larger aliquots of feasible answer solutions.
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Normalized ONPA Fij
a Absolute ONPA Fij

b

Top five toursc # suboptimal
ONPs

Probability Top five toursd # suboptimal
ONPs

Molecules
(in 1000s)

Probability

ASBCDEFGHAE 0 0.990131 AsBCDEFGHAE 0 339,742 0.991252

ASBFECDGHAE 4 0.003831 AsBFDECGHAE 4 1,259 0.003672

ASFDEBCGHAE 4 0.001860 AsFDEBCGHAE 4 512 0.001494

ASBCEDHGFAE 6 0.001099 AsBCEDFGHAE 3 258 0.000754

ASBCDFEGHAE 3 0.000733 AsBFECDGHAE 4 217 0.000634

aBased on ONPA as a percent of total molecules in each row in Table 4 (i.e. ΣFij on Row As = 1.00, ΣFij on Row B = 1.00, etc.).
bBased on ONPA in Table 5 (i.e. ΣFij on Row As = 1.5 e9, ΣFij on Row B = 4.5 e8, etc.).
cA total of 30 non-zero tours were reversed engineered from Normalized data with 0.0299702 total absolute deviations
(objective function value).
dA total of 32 non-zero tours were reverse engineered from Absolute data with 9,057,230,000 total absolute deviations
(objective function value).

Table 5.
Tour probabilities reverse engineered from observed ONPA by the LP model.
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Comparative Study of Algorithms
Metaheuristics Based Applied to
the Solution of the Capacitated
Vehicle Routing Problem
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and Fanny Yamel Sanabria Quiñónez

Abstract

This chapter presents the best-known heuristics and metaheuristics that are
applied to solve the capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP), which is the
generalization of the TSP, in which the nodes are visited by more than one route.
To find out which algorithm obtains better results, there are 30 test instances used,
which are grouped into 3 sets of problems according to the position of the nodes.
The study begins with an economic impact analysis of the transportation sector in
companies, which represents up to 20% of the final cost of the product. This case
study focuses on the CVRP for its acronym capacitated vehicle routing problem,
analyzing the best-known heuristics such as Clarke &Wright and sweep, and the
algorithms GRASP and simulated annealing metaheuristics based.

Keywords: vehicle routing problem, VRP, CVRP, heuristics, metaheuristics,
Clarke &Wright, sweep heuristic, GRASP, simulated annealing

1. Introduction

Logistics as a science has its origins in the military area; the transportation of
weapons, food, and men at the service was coordinated through it. With the passage
of time, the concept began to be applied in the business field, and for a long period of
time, the logistics function was considered as a habitual, operational, and necessary
activity to take the products from the seller to the buyer [1]. A little later, starting in
the 1950s, a cycle of growth and constant demand increase was experienced
throughout the world, which caused the production and sales capacity to exceed the
companies’ ability to distribute products. Thus, in those years, delivering orders on
time became a problem due to poor compliance. Then, in 1980, the concept of
response time was created, which is the union between the concept of physical
distribution and material management; specialists realized that the faster the
response time to the customer, the more the profitability of the company increased.

As the concepts were changing, the methods as well and the companies looked for
ways to become efficient; in this way they expanded the activities related to logistics
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and determined that one of the heaviest items is transportation costs, representing on
average, between 10% and 20% of the final cost of the product or service [2].

Although transport decisions are expressed in a variety of ways, the main
ones are mode selection, route design, vehicle programming, and shipment
consolidation [1]. In relation to the route design problem, the problem is commonly
known as vehicle routing problem (VRP). Both the companies that own the
transport service as part of their processes and the companies that provide the
service seek to optimize resources within the route selection, since a good
selection brings savings in time, resources such as fuel, maintenance of the fleet,
salaries, and improvements, among others, in service indicators as a promise of
product delivery.

The VRP can be considered as the natural extension of the TSP, in the sense that
unlike the TSP, in the VRP we consider that the vehicles, or the agents in charge of
providing a service to the nodes, have a limited capacity; therefore, most likely the
entire route cannot be made through a single route, with a single vehicle that leaves
and returns to the storage, traveling all the nodes, but to respect the restriction of
the limited capacity of the vehicles so. In general, several routes are required, or
what is the same, the solution of the VRP will be a set of Hamiltonian cycles that
start from the deposit and such that each node is traveled only once.

2. Vehicle routing problem

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) consists in determining a set of routes for a
fleet of vehicles that depart from one or more warehouses to meet the demand of
several geographically dispersed customers [3].

The VRP objective is to meet the demand of the customers, optimizing some
objective, which is generally the total cost involved in the routes, which is affected
by the vehicular congestion of large cities, the high-energy consumption of cargo
vehicles, and other factors.

Since the VRP problem is a generalization of the TSP, and knowing that the TSP
is of the NP-hard problem class [4], it is concluded that the VRP is also a difficult
problem of the NP-hard class.

The VRP model has many classifications by the different characteristics that can
be included or considered in it. The most basic version is reflected with the CVRP
capability (for the acronym of capacitated vehicle routing problem). The CVRP has
the following assumptions:

The fleet of vehicles is homogeneous, that is to say all cargo vehicles have the
same characteristics:

I. The demand is known in advance, that is, the quantity to be delivered for
each client is known; this means that the demand is deterministic.

II. Each vehicle will carry the entire delivery to customers, prohibiting the
distribution of fractional or partial loads that would later be completed by
another vehicle.

III. All vehicles in the fleet have exactly the same load capacity.

IV. The starting point of the vehicles is only one and is considered a central
warehouse.

V. Vehicles have capacity restrictions that are known in advance.
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3. Classic heuristics to solve VRP

Heuristics are simple processes that perform a limited space search and generate
acceptable solutions in moderate calculation times; an important characteristic of
these methods is that they are designed to solve a specific optimization problem,
and in general they cannot be used to solve other optimization problems. A more
advanced class are the so-called metaheuristics, which are considered more
advanced methods than heuristics, in the sense that they guide their construction
and, therefore, are general purpose [5].

There are many advantages, and also disadvantages, when using heuristic algo-
rithm methods to solve optimization problems, as described [6] within the reasons
to use heuristic methods which are as follows:

I. The problem is that no exact method for its resolution is known.

II. Although there is an exact method to solve the problem, its execution is
computationally very expensive.

III. A heuristic method is more flexible than an exact method, that is, difficult
modeling conditions can be incorporated.

IV. The heuristic method is used as part of a global process that certifies an
optimal solution. There are two possibilities:

a. The heuristic method provides a good initial starting solution.

b. The heuristic method participates in an intermediate step of the procedure,
such as the selection rules of the variable to enter the base in the simplex
method.

3.1 Savings based heuristics

There are several types of heuristic methods to solve the VRP, which are
addressed extensively in Braekers et al. [3], trying to generate broad, nonexclusive
categories, where the best-known heuristics are located to solve this problem;
among them one of the most used and popular algorithms is the one of Clarke &
Wright, and that has had contributions from different authors [7].

This algorithm is based on successively combining subtours until a Hamiltonian
cycle is obtained, of which the subtours have a common node or vertex called base
or initial.

The method can be described as follows:

• Having a solution of two different routes 0, … , i, 0ð Þ and 0, j, … , 0ð Þ can be
joined by creating a new route 0, … , i, j, … , 0ð Þ.

• The distance savings obtained by the union is

sij ¼ ci0 þ c0j � cij (1)

In Eq. (1) sij is the savings on the total distance traveled if the two routes
0, … , i, 0ð Þ and 0, j, … , 0ð Þ are joined.
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• An initial solution is started in this algorithm, and the unions that give greater
savings are made as long as they do not violate the restrictions of the problem.

• When the maximum saving is negative, the combinations of the routes will
increase the distance traveled, but the amount of routes in the solution will
decrease; depending on the characteristics of each problem, this can generate
circular or radial routes that can be avoided by placing a reference value λ,
which penalizes the union routes with distant customers. Saving is proposed as

sij ¼ ci0 þ c0j � λcij (2)

In Eq. (2) sij represents penalized savings with the weight λ in the total distance
traveled if the two routes 0, … , i, 0ð Þ and 0, j, … , 0ð Þ are joined, which prevents
when possible, merging routes with nodes far apart.

3.1.1 Application of savings algorithm

Step 1: With the coordinates of each client or city, prepare the distance matrix.
Step 2: Calculate the sij savings table for each pair of nodes.
Step 3: For each client or city i, build the route 0, i, 0ð Þ.
Step 4: Order savings from highest to lowest.
Step 5: Starting with the greatest savings, join the corresponding nodes, so that
sij ¼ max sij, where the maximum is taken between the savings that have not
yet been considered; the route, ri ∗ j ∗ , will be created, if i ∗ is the last customer
of de ri ∗ ; and j ∗ is the first customer of r j ∗ . Remove si ∗ j ∗ from future
considerations. Repeat step 5 until there are no more combinations of savings.

3.1.2 Example of application of the savings algorithm

A company wants to solve the problem of routing and design of the fleet of its
product x to its 10 customers in the city and has a homogeneous fleet of trucks with
capacity for 100 units of x product, with locations and demand shown in Table 1.

There are details in the Cartesian coordinates of the warehouse and each cus-
tomer with the demand, while in Figure 1, the position of each customer and the
warehouse is shown.

Step 1: The matrix of Euclidean distances between each pair of nodes is
calculated: Table 2 shows the distance matrix between all customers along
with the warehouse. This matrix is symmetrical, that is, it has the same
distance to go from client i to client j and vice versa. Point 0 has been
considered for the warehouse (whs).

Step 2: Once the distance matrix is obtained, the savings are calculated. For the
savings matrix, no row or column is placed for the warehouse.

For example, the savings between customer 1 and customer 2 is

s12 ¼ c1bdg þ cbdg2 � c12 (3)

s12 ¼ 25:46þ 19:80� 5:66 ¼ 39 (4)

In Table 3 all the savings are shown; in the same way the matrix is symmetric.
Step 3: The route 0, i, 0ð Þ is built for each client. In Figure 2 each route is shown
from the warehouse to each customer and back to the warehouse.

Step 4: Savings are organized from the highest to lowest.
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In the list of savings to choose, only the savings that can be chosen are
considered.

When the list is prepared with all the savings, those savings that one or both
clients have already considered in a previous route are discarded.

Step 5: To assemble the routes, the restrictions are considered; for this example
the only restriction is the capacity of the truck that does not exceed 100 units
of the product x.

For the first route, the highest savings are chosen and placed in the form 0, i, 0ð Þ;
in this case 0 is the warehouse (whs), as the savings are chosen to add them to the
existing route or create a new one; the demands of each client are added, and the
route is closed when the sum of the demands is equal to or less than the capacity of
the truck 100 units, but when adding one more client, the demand exceeds the
capacity, and you can no longer choose that customer.

The composition of the routes is displayed step by step in Figure 3, and the
complete route diagram is shown in Figure 4. Below is the composition of the
routes with the demands.

Route 1: whs, c1, c9, whs Route demand 1: 17 + 14 = 31

Route 1: whs, c2, c1, c9, whs Route demand 1: 31 + 25 = 56

Route 2: whs, c3, c7, whs Route demand 2: 10 + 28 = 38

Route 1: whs, c2, c1, c9, c3, c7, whs Route demand 1: 56 + 38 = 94

Route 2: whs, c6, c8, whs Route demand 2: 15 + 36 = 51

Route 2: whs, c6, c8, c10, whs Route demand 2: 51 + 24 = 75

Table 1.
Cardinal coordinates of storage and customers with their demand.
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Route 2: whs, c5, c6, c8, c10, whs Route demand 2: 75 + 20 = 95

Route 3: whs, c4, whs Route demand 3: 29

Figure 1.
Customer and warehouse positioning.

Cij whs c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10

whs — 25.46 19.80 19.65 7.07 25.00 15.81 23.60 29.15 24.19 11.05

c1 25.46 — 5.66 23.02 26.42 33.06 40.22 37.22 54.20 6.71 33.62

c2 19.80 5.66 — 19.65 21.02 29.61 34.67 33.00 48.60 7.28 28.18

c3 19.65 23.02 19.65 — 26.00 42.20 34.00 14.87 39.45 17.12 18.97

c4 7.07 26.42 21.02 26.00 — 18.03 14.14 30.61 31.62 26.93 17.09

c5 25.00 33.06 29.61 42.20 18.03 — 25.00 48.60 45.00 36.88 34.89

c6 15.81 40.22 34.67 34.00 14.14 25.00 — 32.20 20.00 39.81 17.09

c7 23.60 37.22 33.00 14.87 30.61 48.60 32.20 — 29.61 31.78 15.26

c8 29.15 54.20 48.60 39.45 31.62 45.00 20.00 29.61 — 51.62 21.26

c9 24.19 6.71 7.28 17.12 26.93 36.88 39.81 31.78 51.62 — 30.48

c10 11.05 33.62 28.18 18.97 17.09 34.89 17.09 15.26 21.26 30.48 —

Table 2.
Distance matrix.
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Consequently, Clarke & Wright algorithm determines a solution for the routing
problem in which the distance traveled is 204.20 units in length.

3.2 Heuristic method of assigning first, routing after

Sweep heuristics are the best-known method of assigning first, routing later.
This method is solved in two phases. First, groups of customers called clusters

are created considering the capacity constraints of the vehicles, and second for each
cluster, a route is generated that visits all customers.

In sweep heuristic, clusters are created by turning a half-straight in the central
tank from the horizontal counterclockwise; after that the customers are incorpo-
rated into the mentioned group until the maximum capacity restriction of the
vehicles is met.

This heuristic is used to find solutions to geographical problems, that is to say in
which the nodes or vertices correspond to a point in the plane. It is assumed that the

Sij c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10

c1 — 39.60 22.08 6.11 17.40 1.04 11.84 0.41 42.93 2.89

c2 — 19.80 5.85 15.18 0.94 10.40 0.35 36.71 2.67

c3 — 0.72 2.44 1.46 28.38 9.36 26.72 11.72

c4 — 14.04 8.74 0.06 4.60 4.33 1.03

c5 — 15.81 0.00 9.15 12.31 1.16

c6 — 7.21 24.97 0.19 9.77

c7 — 23.14 16.01 19.38

c8 — 1.72 18.94

c9 — 4.75

c10 —

Table 3.
Savings matrix.

Figure 2.
Clarke & Wright heuristics step 1 route development 0, i, 0ð Þ.
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location of each client i can be represented through its polar coordinates ri, θið Þ
having a single central deposit. It defines

θi ¼ arctan
Y ið Þ � Y whsð Þ
X ið Þ � X whsð Þ

� �

where � π < ri <0 si Y ið Þ � Y whsð Þ<0

y 0< ri < π si Y ið Þ � Y 1ð Þ≥0, i ¼ 1, 2, … , nð Þ
ri ¼ polar radio coordinate of the i th position i ¼ 1, 2, … , nð Þ

(5)

Figure 3.
Step by step: routing of Clarke & Wright heuristics.
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3.2.1 Steps for sweep heuristics

Step 1: Prepare the table of the location of the nodes in polar coordinates.
Step 2: Customers or cities are sorted in ascending order by θ; if two clients or
cities have the same θ value, the one with the lowest r value is chosen first.
Then a customer or city w is selected to start and make k ¼ 1 y Ck ¼ wf g.

Step 3: If all clients or cities are in a cluster, go to step 4. Otherwise, a client or
city is selected; wi and wi are added to Ck if you do not exceed the capacity
restrictions; if you exceed them, create a new cluster for which, k ¼ kþ 1 and
Ck ¼ wif g. Repeat step 2 until there are no clients or cities without a cluster.

Step 4: For each cluster Ck for t ¼ 1, … , k, solve traveling salesman problem
(TSP) with its clients and a solution that can be a local optimum is obtained
until not checking otherwise.

Step 5: Return to step 2 to reorder customers where the first becomes the last,
the second the first, and so on until the original sorting. For each change, steps
3 and 4 are performed again, and the best of the solutions obtained is taken.

3.2.2 Example of sweep heuristics

We will take the example of the savings algorithm.
Step 1: Formula (5) is used to obtain the polar coordinate table, where θi is
expressed in radians and ri is the directed distance. Table 4 shows the polar
coordinates for each client i. The change of polar coordinates is displayed
(Figure 5).

Step 2: It is sorted by θi from least to greatest, as seen in Table 5.
Step 3: To elaborate the routes, it is done in two phases, the first one where the
clients are grouped by the sweep method and the second one where a TSP is
resolved (step 4).

Figure 4.
Final routes by Clarke & Wright algorithm.
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For the sweep method, the angles from the smallest to the largest are chosen,
and it moves counterclockwise.

As can be seen in Table 5, customers are already sorted in ascending order by
their angular polar coordinate, and customers are chosen until they fail to comply
with the capacity restriction of the truck that is 100 units of product x. Considering
this the routes are as follows:

Route 1: whs, c9, c2, c1, c5, whs Route demand 1: 14+25+17+20 = 76

Route 2: whs, c4, c6, c8, whs Route demand 2: 29+15+36 = 80

Route 3: whs, c10, c7, c3, whs Route demand 3: 24+28+10 = 62

In Figure 6, the sweeps are visualized starting with client 9 that has the greatest
angle, thus grouping them in zones in this case by colors and within each one for
their best distance. The sweep groups customers do not violate the restriction of the
truck.

In Figure 7, the solution is shown with three routes before the TSP is applied.
Step 4: In the second phase to each route already generated in the first, it is
resolved by TSP, for this case with the nearest node.

ri θi

c1 25.46 �2.36

c2 19.80 �2.36

c3 19.65 2.88

c4 7.07 �0.79

c5 25.00 �0.93

c6 15.81 0.32

c7 23.60 2.21

c8 29.15 1.03

c9 24.19 �2.62

c10 11.05 1.66

Table 4.
Polar coordinates for each i.

Figure 5.
Node location.
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The routes are as follows:

Route 1: whs, c9, c1, c2, c5, whs Route demand 1: 14+17+25+20 = 76

Route 2: whs, c4, c6, c8, whs Route demand 2: 29+15+36 = 80

Route 3: whs, c10, c7, c3, whs Route demand 3: 24+28+10 = 62

Thus, the sweep algorithm has a local solution for the routing problem in which
the distance traveled is 222.36 units in length.

In Figure 8, the route diagram is displayed.
Step 5: Repeat step 2 where the customers already ordered from Table 5,
continue to rotate the position until the first returns to be first, and for each
rotation, steps 3 and 4 are performed, and after all iterations, the best is
selected.

Below is the iteration that had the best result. Table 6 shows the fifth iteration of
nine where you start with client six (Figure 9).

After performing step 3 in Figure 10, the grouping of customers is appreciated
to not violate the restriction of the truck’s capacity.

ri θi

c9 24.19 �2.62

c2 19.80 �2.36

c1 25.46 �2.36

c5 25.00 �0.93

c4 7.07 �0.79

c6 15.81 0.32

c8 29.15 1.03

c10 11.05 1.66

c7 23.60 2.21

c3 19.65 2.88

Table 5.
Ascending ordering of customers.

Figure 6.
First phase of sweep heuristics, grouping.
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Figure 7.
First phase of sweep heuristics, solution with three routes.

Figure 8.
Routes by sweep algorithm.

ri θi

c6 15.81 0.32

c8 29.15 1.03

c10 11.05 1.66

c7 23.60 2.21

c3 19.65 2.88

c9 24.19 �2.62

c1 25.46 �2.36

c2 19.80 �2.36

c5 25.00 �0.93

c4 7.07 �0.79

Table 6.
Customer ordering—fifth iteration.
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In step 4, each grouping is resolved with a TSP, and the following routes are obtained:

Route 1: whs, c6, c8, c10, whs Route demand 1: 15+36+24 = 75

Route 2: whs, c7, c3, c9, c1, c2, whs Route demand 2: 28+10+14+25+17 = 94

Route 3: whs, c5, c4, whs Route demand 3: 20+29 = 49

In Figure 10, the diagram of the routes of the fifth iteration is displayed, which
obtained the best response.

The sweep algorithm determines a solution for the routing problem in which the
distance traveled is 205.96 units in length, that is, a solution of lower quality than
that obtained by the Clarke &Wright algorithm with 204.20 units in length.

4. Metaheuristics

The term metaheuristics first appeared in the seminal article about taboo search
(Glover, 1987). The term metaheuristics is obtained by putting the suffix “meta”
before the word heuristic, which means “beyond” or “at a higher level.”

Figure 9.
First phase of sweep heuristics, grouping—fifth iteration.

Figure 10.
Routes by sweep algorithm—fifth iteration.
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Metaheuristics are generic procedures that, through approximate algorithms,
guide a subordinate heuristic by combining the exploration of the solution space for
optimization problems, obtaining better results than classical heuristics in a longer
period; however, this time is less than if the exact methods are used.

Metaheuristics that have been considered for this comparative study are shown
below, which correspond to constructive and local search procedures [6].

4.1 GRASP

GRASP methods had their origins at the end of the 1980s in order to find a
solution to problems of joint coverings, and in 1995 by Feo and Resende, this
metaheuristic is of general purpose [8].

The word GRASP comes from the acronym of greedy randomized adaptive
search procedures that would be something like search procedures based on vora-
cious adaptive random functions.

GRASP has a multistart process in which each step has a construction and an
improvement phase. In the construction phase, the constructive heuristic process
obtains a good initial solution, which is improved in the second phase by a local
search algorithm. The best of all solutions examined is saved as the final result.

There are many implementations of GRASP metaheuristics, including variants
and hybridizations with other procedures such as variable neighborhood search or
path relinking, with which this metaheuristic has proven to work very well in
practice as demonstrated in Marti and Sandoya [9]. A simple scheme to represent
the operation of this algorithm is as follows:

While (stop condition)
Construction phase:

• Choose a list of candidate elements.

• Have a restricted list with the best candidates.

• Select an item randomly from the restricted list.

Improvement phase:

• Perform a local search process based on the solution built until it can no longer
be improved.

Update:

• If the solution obtained improves to the best stored, update it.

In the construction phase, a possible solution is built iteratively, considering an
element in each step. In each iteration the choice of the next element to be added to
the partial solution is determined by a greedy function, which examines the
benefit of adding each of the elements according to the objective function and
choosing the best one.

This metaheuristic works with a restricted list of the best candidates, which makes
the best candidate randomly selected for each iteration of the construction phase.

In the improvement phase, the results that are obtained from the construction
phase are not usually local optimal; therefore, a local search procedure is applied as
post-processing to perfect the solution obtained.

Performing several iterations is a way of sampling the solution space.
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4.2 Simulated annealing

The simulated annealing metaheuristics was introduced in the 1950s by Metrop-
olis Hastings to be used in the field of statistical thermodynamics simulating cooling
processes of a material.

In 1983 the method was refocused to solve combinatorial optimization problems
of great complexity by Scott Kirkpatrick, C. Daniel Gelatt and Mario P. Vecchi, and
independently in 1985 by Vlado Cerny. For its implementation ease, this
metaheuristic had a great boom in the 1980s.

Simulated annealing has its procedure based on local search by environments
that is characterized by an acceptance criterion of neighboring solutions that are
adapted throughout its execution.

A temperature variable is used, T, that determines the extent to which neigh-
boring solutions, worse than the current n, can be accepted. This variable is about
starting it with a high value, which is called the initial temperature, T0, which
generates a high probability of accepting a nonimprovement movement. In each
iteration the temperature decreases through a temperature cooling mechanism,
α, having a smaller probability until approaching the optimal solution and
reaching a final temperature, T f . Costs also decrease as the temperature
decreases, making it increasingly difficult to accept bad movements in search
of the solution.

In each iteration a specific number of neighbors is generated, which can be fixed
for the entire execution or depend on each iteration.

Each time a neighbor is generated, the acceptance criterion is applied to see if it
replaces the current solution:

• If the neighboring solution is better than the current one, it is automatically
accepted, as it would be done in the classic local search.

• If the neighboring solution is worse than the current one, there is still a
chance that the neighbor will replace the current solution. This allows the
algorithm to exit from local optimum, in which the classic local search would
be trapped.

This model is given by the following structure:

Take an initial solution x
Take an initial temperature T
While (not frozen)
Perform L times
Take x’ from N xð Þ
d = f(x0) – f(x)
If d<0ð Þ dox ¼ x0

If d>0ð Þ dox ¼ x0 with p ¼ e�d=T

Take action of the cooling mechanism T ¼ rTð Þ

The following parameters are determined:

I. Initial temperature: it is established by doing a series of tests to reach a
certain fraction of accepted movements.

II. Cooling speed r.
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III. Length L that must be proportional to the expected size of N xð Þ.

IV. When the cooling sequence ends, it is frozen cont ¼ contþ 1 when a
temperature is completed and the percentage of movements accepted is less
than MinPercent:cont ¼ 0 when the best stored solution is improved.

5. Implementation of heuristics and metaheuristics for the resolution of
CVRP

5.1 Test instances

The cases to be evaluated are divided into three groups classified by the type of
client with 10 examples each. Next, some tables will be presented, which have the
name of instance, the truck’s capacity in column cap, the number of customers in
column n, the number of vehicles to be used in column k, and the optimal solution
in column opt.

I. Clustered clients, as shown inTable 7, belong to the Augerat B set in 1995 [10]
and specify that the coordinates are points between [0,100] � [0,100] in the
grid that are chosen to form neighborhood groups (NC) closest, where
k≤NC� 1. The demands have a uniform distribution U 1, 30ð Þ; however,
n=10 was multiplied by 3.

II. Random clients, as shown in Table 8, belong to the Augerat set A in 1995 and
specify that the coordinates are points between [0,100] � [0,100] placed
randomly. The demands have a uniform distribution U 1, 30ð Þ; however,
n=10 was multiplied by 3.

III. Clustered and random clients, as shown in Table 9, belong to the Augerat set
X in 1995 and specify that the coordinates are points between [0,1000] x
[0,1000] that are grouped and placed randomly, where k is the minimum
feasible number of vehicles.

Instances Cap n k Opt

Clustered B-n31-k5 100 30 5 672

B-n34-k5 100 33 5 788

B-n35-k5 100 34 5 955

B-n38-k6 100 37 6 805

B-n39-k5 100 38 5 549

B-n41-k6 100 40 6 829

B-n43-k6 100 42 6 742

B-n44-k7 100 43 7 909

B-n45-k5 100 44 5 751

B-n45-k6 100 44 6 678

Table 7.
Instances of set B.
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6. Results

The results for the 30 selected test cases are shown below, applying the heuris-
tics and metaheuristics studied in Chapter 3 and 4 to know which one has a
response that is closer or equal to the optimum by group of client positioning.

To define which has a better quality solution, the gap analysis or difference
analysis is used, which consists in calculating the difference between the optimal
solution and the solution obtained, divided for the solution obtained and expressed
as a percentage.

The solution of the real case is also presented through the heuristics and
metaheuristics that offer the best solution given the characteristic of the clients’
positions.

6.1 Test cases resolved by heuristics

Clarke &Wright heuristics have better quality solutions, solving problems
where customers with a small n are grouped.

Instances Cap n k Opt

Random A-n32-k5 100 31 5 784

A-n33-k6 100 32 6 742

A-n34-k5 100 33 5 778

A-n36-k5 100 35 5 799

A-n37-k5 100 36 5 669

A-n37-k6 100 36 6 949

A-n38-k5 100 37 5 730

A-n39-k5 100 38 5 822

A-n39-k6 100 38 6 831

A-n44-k6 100 43 6 937

Table 8.
Instances of set A.

Instances Cap n k Opt

Clustered and random X-n101-k25 206 100 25 27,591

X-n106-k14 600 105 14 26,362

X-n110-k13 66 109 13 14,971

X-n115-k10 169 114 10 12,747

X-n120-k6 21 119 6 13,332

X-n125-k30 188 124 30 55,539

X-n129-k18 39 128 18 28,940

X-n134-k13 643 133 13 10,916

X-n139-k10 106 138 10 13,590

X-n143-k7 1190 142 7 15,700

Table 9.
Instances of set X.
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Table 10 shows that for the group of clients with gathered positions, the gap is
3.63%; for the positions of random clients, the gap is 5.18%; and in less effective
way for customers with grouped and random positions, it has a gap of 6.55%.

Data Clarke &Wright

Instances Cap n k Opt k Result Gap (%)

Clustered B-n31-k5 100 30 5 672 5 681.20 1.37

B-n34-k5 100 33 5 788 5 794.30 0.80

B-n35-k5 100 34 5 955 5 978.30 2.44

B-n38-k6 100 37 6 805 6 832.10 3.37

B-n39-k5 100 38 5 549 5 566.70 3.22

B-n41-k6 100 40 6 829 7 898.10 8.34

B-n43-k6 100 42 6 742 6 782.00 5.39

B-n44-k7 100 43 7 909 7 937.70 3.16

B-n45-k5 100 44 5 751 5 757.20 0.83

B-n45-k6 100 44 6 678 7 727.80 7.35

Average 3.63

Random A-n32-k5 100 31 5 784 5 843.70 7.61

A-n33-k6 100 32 6 742 7 776.30 4.62

A-n34-k5 100 33 5 778 6 810.40 4.16

A-n36-k5 100 35 5 799 5 828.50 3.69

A-n37-k5 100 36 5 669 5 707.80 5.80

A-n37-k6 100 36 6 949 6 976.60 2.91

A-n38-k5 100 37 5 730 6 768.10 5.22

A-n39-k5 100 38 5 822 5 902.00 9.73

A-n39-k6 100 38 6 831 6 863.10 3.86

A-n44-k6 100 43 6 937 7 976.00 4.16

Average 5.18

Clustered and random X-n101-k25 206 100 25 27,591 28 28940.00 4.89

X-n106-k14 600 105 14 26,362 14 27280.00 3.48

X-n110-k13 66 109 13 14,971 13 15870.00 6.00

X-n115-k10 169 114 10 12,747 11 13490.00 5.83

X-n120-k6 21 119 6 13,332 6 14540.00 9.06

X-n125-k30 188 124 30 55,539 33 58830.00 5.93

X-n129-k18 39 128 18 28,940 18 30300.00 4.70

X-n134-k13 643 133 13 10,916 14 11520.00 5.53

X-n139-k10 106 138 10 13,590 11 14530.00 6.92

X-n143-k7 1190 142 7 15,700 7 17770.00 13.18

Average 6.55

Table 10.
Clarke & Wright heuristics results.
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It also compares the number of vehicles kð Þ that were obtained when solving
each case against the optimal solution, and it was obtained that 12 cases had a
vehicle more than the optimum B-n41-k6, B-n45-k6, A-n33-k6, A-n34-k5, A-n38-
k5, A-n44-k6, X-n106-k14, X-n115-k10, X-n134-k13, and X-n139-k10, and two
cases had three more than the optimal vehicles X-n101-k25 and X-n125-k30.

Sweep heuristics are more effective in solving problems where customers with a
small n are grouped together. However, the difference in the average gap between
random and grouped customers is short.

Table 11 shows that for the group of customers with grouped positions, the
gap is 8.68%; for random customer positions; the gap is 8.85%; and in a less
effective way for customers with grouped and random positions, it has a gap of
17.00%.

It also compares the number of vehicle numbers kð Þ that were obtained when
solving each case against the optimal solution, and it was obtained that seven cases
had a vehicle more than the optimal B-n45-k6, A-n38-k5, A-n39-k5, X-n115-k10, X-
n129-k18, X-n134-k13, and X-n139-k10; one case had five more vehicles than
the optimum X-n101-k25, and one case had six more vehicles than the optimal
X-n125-k30.

In each group of clients, the sweep heuristic obtained better answers than the
Clarke &Wright heuristics with 30% in the group of clients with a grouped posi-
tion, 30% in the group of clients with a random position, and 20% in the group of
clients with grouped and random position. In other words, Clarke &Wright heu-
ristics are superior with 70% in the first two groups of clients and with 80% in the
last group of clients.

A comparison among the values of the Distance traveled in the solution found by
the heuristic, the optimal solution and the GAP for each one of the considered test
instances is shown in Table 12.

On the other hand, Table 13 shows a summary of the minimum, maximum and
average gap for each of the three classes of problems considered: Clustered, Random
and Clustered, and Random.

6.2 Test cases resolved through metaheuristics

The GRASP metaheuristics are based on a previous solution for which Clarke &
Wright heuristic responses were selected since their responses are of better quality
than the sweep heuristics.

The following parameters were considered for its implementation:

• α = 0.5

• Number of iterations = 10,000

GRASP’s metaheuristics are more effective in solving problems where customers
with a small n are grouped together.

Customers Minimum gap (%) Maximum gap (%) Average gap (%)

Clustered 0.80 8.34 3.63

Random 2.91 9.73 5.18

Clustered and random 3.48 13.18 6.55

Table 11.
Clarke & Wright heuristic gaps comparison.
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Table 14 shows that for the clients with grouped positions; the gap is 3.09%; for
the positions of random clients, the gap is 4.38%; and less effectively for customers
with grouped and random positions, it has a gap of 5.97%.

Data Sweep

Instances Cap n k Opt k Result Gap (%)

Clustered B-n31-k5 100 30 5 672 5 696.69 3.67

B-n34-k5 100 33 5 788 5 889.51 12.88

B-n35-k5 100 34 5 955 5 966.93 1.25

B-n38-k6 100 37 6 805 6 838.99 4.22

B-n39-k5 100 38 5 549 5 613.45 11.74

B-n41-k6 100 40 6 829 6 884.53 6.70

B-n43-k6 100 42 6 742 6 750.92 1.20

B-n44-k7 100 43 7 909 7 1137.46 25.13

B-n45-k5 100 44 5 751 5 836.08 11.33

B-n45-k6 100 44 6 678 7 736.62 8.65

Average 8.68

Random A-n32-k5 100 31 5 784 5 885.04 12.89

A-n33-k6 100 32 6 742 6 751.65 1.30

A-n34-k5 100 33 5 778 5 786.44 1.08

A-n36-k5 100 35 5 799 5 862.71 7.97

A-n37-k5 100 36 5 669 5 736.35 10.07

A-n37-k6 100 36 6 949 7 1087.46 14.59

A-n38-k5 100 37 5 730 6 818.46 12.12

A-n39-k5 100 38 5 822 5 882.53 7.36

A-n39-k6 100 38 6 831 6 900.14 8.32

A-n44-k6 100 43 6 937 6 1056.84 12.79

Average 8.85

Clustered and random X-n101-k25 206 100 25 27,591 30 34368.50 24.56

X-n106-k14 600 105 14 26,362 14 30035.90 13.94

X-n110-k13 66 109 13 14,971 13 15769.30 5.33

X-n115-k10 169 114 10 12,747 11 14894.20 16.84

X-n120-k6 21 119 6 13,332 6 14495.40 8.73

X-n125-k30 188 124 30 55,539 36 69342.40 24.85

X-n129-k18 39 128 18 28,940 19 36941.80 27.65

X-n134-k13 643 133 13 10,916 14 13835.90 26.75

X-n139-k10 106 138 10 13,590 11 14850.90 9.28

X-n143-k7 1190 142 7 15,700 7 17593.50 12.06

Average 17.00

Table 12.
Sweep heuristic results.
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Customers Minimum gap (%) Maximum gap (%) Average gap (%)

Clustered 1.20 25.13 8.68

Random 1.08 14.59 8.85

Clustered and random 5.33 27.65 17.00

Table 13.
Sweep heuristic gap comparison.

Data Grasp

Instances cap n k Opt k Result Gap (%)

Clustered B-n31-k5 100 30 5 672 5 679.05 1.05

B-n34-k5 100 33 5 788 5 788.00 0.00

B-n35-k5 100 34 5 955 5 968.85 1.45

B-n38-k6 100 37 6 805 6 830.45 3.16

B-n39-k5 100 38 5 549 5 564.85 2.89

B-n41-k6 100 40 6 829 7 897.24 8.23

B-n43-k6 100 42 6 742 6 777.98 4.85

B-n44-k7 100 43 7 909 7 932.36 2.57

B-n45-k5 100 44 5 751 5 755.23 0.56

B-n45-k6 100 44 6 678 7 719.80 6.17

Average 3.09

Random A-n32-k5 100 31 5 784 5 830.67 5.95

A-n33-k6 100 32 6 742 7 776.02 4.58

A-n34-k5 100 33 5 778 6 809.38 4.03

A-n36-k5 100 35 5 799 5 823.20 3.03

A-n37-k5 100 36 5 669 5 695.42 3.95

A-n37-k6 100 36 6 949 6 976.61 2.91

A-n38-k5 100 37 5 730 6 765.87 4.91

A-n39-k5 100 38 5 822 5 901.99 9.73

A-n39-k6 100 38 6 831 6 856.93 3.12

A-n44-k6 100 43 6 937 7 951.73 1.57

Average 4.38

Clustered and random X-n101-k25 206 100 25 27,591 28 28891.90 4.71

X-n106-k14 600 105 14 26,362 14 27199.80 3.18

X-n110-k13 66 109 13 14,971 13 15847.90 5.86

X-n115-k10 169 114 10 12,747 11 13436.60 5.41

X-n120-k6 21 119 6 13,332 6 14192.90 6.46

X-n125-k30 188 124 30 55,539 33 58809.10 5.89

X-n129-k18 39 128 18 28,940 18 30298.40 4.69

X-n134-k13 643 133 13 10,916 14 11492.20 5.28

X-n139-k10 106 138 10 13,590 11 14521.10 6.85

X-n143-k7 1190 142 7 15,700 7 17491.80 11.41

Average 5.97

Table 14.
GRASP metaheuristic results.
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Customers Minimum gap (%) Maximum gap (%) Average gap (%)

Clustered 1.20 25.13 8.68

Random 1.08 14.59 8.85

Clustered and random 5.33 27.65 17.00

Table 13.
Sweep heuristic gap comparison.

Data Grasp

Instances cap n k Opt k Result Gap (%)
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Average 3.09
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GRASP metaheuristic results.
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On average metaheuristic GRASP based is better than Clarke &Wright heuris-
tics by 0.53%, 0.77%, and 0.38% in the solutions of the positions of the grouped,
random, and grouped and random clients, the group of clients with random posi-
tions being those that obtained a greater improvement in the quality of the solutions.

Data Simulated annealing

Instances Cap n k Opt k Result Gap (%)

Clustered B-n31-k5 100 30 5 672 5 681.20 1.37

B-n34-k5 100 33 5 788 5 793.20 0.66

B-n35-k5 100 34 5 955 5 959.50 0.47

B-n38-k6 100 37 6 805 6 819.50 1.80

B-n39-k5 100 38 5 549 5 565.00 2.91

B-n41-k6 100 40 6 829 7 897.00 8.20

B-n43-k6 100 42 6 742 6 778.60 4.93

B-n44-k7 100 43 7 909 7 937.30 3.11

B-n45-k5 100 44 5 751 5 756.20 0.69

B-n45-k6 100 44 6 678 7 726.16 7.10

Average 3.13

Random A-n32-k5 100 31 5 784 5 830.70 5.96

A-n33-k6 100 32 6 742 7 776.30 4.62

A-n34-k5 100 33 5 778 6 810.40 4.16

A-n36-k5 100 35 5 799 5 828.50 3.69

A-n37-k5 100 36 5 669 5 695.00 3.89

A-n37-k6 100 36 6 949 6 976.60 2.91

A-n38-k5 100 37 5 730 6 762.00 4.38

A-n39-k5 100 38 5 822 5 888.60 8.10

A-n39-k6 100 38 6 831 6 856.90 3.12

A-n44-k6 100 43 6 937 7 967.60 3.27

Average 4.41

Clustered and random X-n101-k25 206 100 25 27,591 28 28850.00 4.56

X-n106-k14 600 105 14 26,362 14 27240.00 3.33

X-n110-k13 66 109 13 14,971 13 15790.00 5.47

X-n115-k10 169 114 10 12,747 11 13480.00 5.75

X-n120-k6 21 119 6 13,332 6 14420.00 8.16

X-n125-k30 188 124 30 55,539 33 58790.00 5.85

X-n129-k18 39 128 18 28,940 18 30300.00 4.70

X-n134-k13 643 133 13 10,916 14 11500.00 5.35

X-n139-k10 106 138 10 13,590 11 14530.00 6.92

X-n143-k7 1190 142 7 15,700 7 17670.00 12.55

Average 6.26

Table 15.
Results of simulated annealing metaheuristics.
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The simulated annealing metaheuristics start from a previous solution for which
Clarke &Wright heuristic responses were selected since their responses are of
better quality than the sweep heuristics.

The following parameters were considered for its implementation:

• Current temperature = 250

• Final temperature = 10

• Cooling coefficient = 0.8

• Number of iterations = 10,000

The simulated annealing metaheuristic is more effective in solving problems
where customers with a small n are grouped together.

Table 15 and 17 shows that for clients with grouped positions, the gap is 3.13%;
for the positions of random clients, the gap is 4.41%; and less effectively for clients
with grouped and random positions, it has a gap of 6.26%.

On average simulated annealing heuristics based is better than Clarke &Wright
heuristics by 0.52%, 0.71%, and 0.21% in the solutions of grouped, random, and
grouped and random clients’ positions, the group of clients with random positions
being those that obtained a greater improvement in the solutions quality.

Within each group of clients, the simulated annealing metaheuristics obtained
better answers than the GRASP metaheuristics with 30% in the group of clients
with a grouped position, 50% in the group of clients with a random position, and
40% in the group of clients with grouped and random position. That is, the GRASP
metaheuristic is superior with 70% in the first group and with 60% in the third
group of clients and is equal with 50% in the second group of clients.

A comparison between the minimum and maximum gap within each group is
established in Table 16 test results with clustered clients have better results. There-
fore, obtaining a minimum gap of 0%, that is, in the case of B-n34-k5, the GRASP
metaheuristic obtained the optimal solution (Table 17).

Customers Minimum gap (%) Maximum gap (%) Average gap (%)

Clustered 0.00 8.23 3.09

Random 1.57 9.73 4.38

Clustered and random 3.18 11.41 5.97

Table 16.
GRASP metaheuristic gap comparison.

Customers Minimum gap (%) Maximum gap (%) Average gap (%)

Clustered 0.47 8.20 3.13

Random 2.91 8.10 4.41

Clustered and random 3.33 12.55 6.26

Table 17.
Simulated annealing metaheuristics gap comparison.
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7. Conclusions

The results obtained by solving the test cases by heuristics and metaheuristics
show both generate better quality solutions when solving cases where customers are
grouped together and had their worst result in the group of clients with a grouped
and random position since they had large n with reference to the other groups of
clients. Between the heuristics, Clarke &Wright heuristics generated better quality
results than sweep heuristics, having a big difference in the maximum gaps of each
one for each group of clients. However, the numbers of vehicles obtained in the
solutions of both heuristics were compared with the optimal solution, and the
sweep heuristics had more solutions in which it reached the optimum. This is a very
important contribution, since Clarke &Wright heuristics get solutions with shorter
distances than the sweep heuristic, but this gets greater distances with fewer vehicle
units. For some companies it will be more important to reduce the units to buy than
the distance traveled.

Analyzing the metaheuristics, the GRASP metaheuristics generated better qual-
ity results than simulated annealing metaheuristics, with minimal differences in
average gap for each group of clients, and both metaheuristics obtained greater
improvements in relation to the initial solutions of Clarke &Wright heuristics in
the test cases of randomized clients. Also GRASP algorithm with B-n34-k5 case of
grouped customers reached the optimal solution, being the only test instance of the
thirty that were done.

It is recommended that for future studies, each group of clients by positioning
has a number of clients nð Þ with greater variability to be able to deduce exactly if
heuristics and metaheuristics have better or worse solutions when n are larger or
smaller.
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